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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Elucidating mechanisms of accelerated neurological aging  

by 

Jennifer Anne Greenhall 

 

Doctor of Philosophy in Neurosciences 

University of California, San Diego, 2008 

Professor Stephen Heinemann, Chair 

Professor Lawrence Goldstein, Co-Chair 

 

A delicate balance exists between life and death in ecosystems, species, 

individuals and even neurons.  A neuron can suffer a barrage of insults, and still 

protective factors may allow the cell to endure.  However, once a critical threshold of 

damage is reached, the cell cannot recover.  This balance of positive and negative 

influences affects not only the lifespan of a single neuron but can ultimately shape the 

lifespan of the organism itself.  In order to understand the causes of accelerated and 

normal neurological aging in mammals, we studied two “normal aging” control strains 



 

xix 

and two senescence-accelerated mouse strains, SAMP8/Ta (S8) and SAMP10//Ta 

(S10), which exhibit an early onset of age-related behavioral and neuropathological 

phenotypes.  Hippocampal gene expression analyses revealed only a few common 

gene expression changes with age in all four lines.  The accelerated aging lines 

exhibited fewer upregulated genes with age, especially S8, and throughout their life 

showed higher expression of repetitive viral sequences and lower levels of important 

transcription factors.  Specifically, the S8 strain demonstrated upregulation of several 

inflammatory genes, which may indicate elevated oxidative stress, whereas the S10 

line showed increased levels of caspase 9, suggesting a higher basal level of cell death.  

In an attempt to detect sequence differences present within the gene expression data, 

we developed a web-based tool, GeSNP, that identified several genes containing 

mutations in the aging accelerated strains.  Importantly, the S10 strain contains a 

splicing mutation in the mRNA of fibroblast growth factor 1 (Fgf1) that results in a C-

terminal truncation eliminating most of the heparin-binding domain.  Several truncated 

forms of Fgfs have been previously shown to act as antagonists.  In order to determine 

if the mutant Fgf1 interferes with the effects of other co-expressed Fgfs in a dominant 

negative manner, we transiently transfected Fgf2 and the S10 mutant Fgf1 into 

primary mouse fibroblasts.  Proliferation assays showed that the mutant S10 Fgf1 can 

indeed interfere with the mitogenic effects of Fgf2 in vitro.
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

INTRODUCTION AND SPECIFIC AIMS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Even before recorded history, humans sought a cure for aging and mortality.  

The putative cures have taken many forms – ambrosia, the philosopher’s stone and the 

elixir of life, to name only a few.  As children, we learned the fabled story of Spanish 

explorer Juan Ponce de León searching for the fountain of youth.  While no longer 

enshrouded in mystic stories, this search continues, and although many scientists have 

given up hope for a single miracle cure for aging, research in the past fifteen years has 

shown that modifying certain genetic pathways can drastically alter the onset and/or 

rate of aging (Kennedy et al, 1995; Kenyon et al, 1993).  Our understanding of the 

factors implicated in aging continues to increase, and the possibility of ameliorating 

aging for humans may not be far away.  Because the concept of “aging” is somewhat 

imprecise, in this dissertation aging is defined as the progressive deterioration in the 

homeostasis and repair capacity of an organism over time, increasing the risk of 

disease and ultimately resulting in death.   

In the late 1800’s, Charles Darwin’s theory of natural selection, and the 

perceived lack of it in the post-reproductive period, spurred scientific speculation on 

the possible evolutionary causes of aging.  By the second half of the 20
th

 century, 

many theories came to the fore.  The theory with the most abundant evidence, the 

“disposable soma theory,” proposes that the primary cause of aging is the gradual, 

lifelong accumulation of a wide variety of molecular and cellular insults due to a 

trade-off in allocating limited resources between growth and reproduction on the one 

hand and somatic maintenance and repair on the other (Kirkwood, 1977; Kirkwood, 
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2005; Kirkwood and Holliday, 1979).  Although different researchers assert the 

primacy of their favorite mechanism in causing the most damage (e.g., free radicals, 

mitochondrial dysfunction, somatic DNA mutations, etc.), they all essentially involve 

molecular, cellular, tissue and organismal damage resulting from metabolic existence 

and the compounding effects of accumulation and diminished repair capacity over 

time (Kirkwood, 2005).  In the last decade, studies in varied organisms, from single-

celled yeast, nematodes, fruit flies to mice, have shown that manipulating genes can 

alter longevity, including genes involved in the growth hormone/insulin-like growth 

factor 1 (Igf1) pathway, membrane stability, genome repair, transcriptional regulation, 

metabolism and resistance to oxidative stress (Kenyon, 2005).  Furthermore, merely 

modifying animal behavior, e.g., limiting caloric intake, can increase an animal’s 

resistance to oxidative stress and drastically alter the aging process, effectively 

slowing the rate of aging and/or postponing the onset of age-related diseases 

(Fernandes et al, 1976; Kirkwood and Finch, 2002; Klass, 1977; Loeb and Northrop, 

1917; McCay et al, 1935).  

Additional support for the “disposable soma theory” of aging, specifically for 

the damage caused by free radical byproducts of metabolism, comes from the 

observation that within a class of species, such as mammals or birds, longevity 

(maximum lifespan) is proportionately related to the mass of an organism and 

inversely related to its basal metabolic rate (Kleiber, 1932; West and Brown, 2005; 

West et al, 1997).  Several species do, however, live far longer than other species in 

their class as predicted by this scaling law, including humans, bats, naked mole-rats, 
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songbirds and the short-beaked echidna (Hulbert et al, 2008; Hulbert et al, 2007; 

Rottenberg, 2007).  Studies have linked their increased longevity with species-specific 

genetic adaptations that improve resistance to oxidative stress (e.g., peroxidation-

resistant membrane composition, an evolved cytochrome b that generates less reactive 

oxygen species, lower basal levels of Igf1, etc.) (Hulbert et al, 2008; Hulbert et al, 

2007; Kenyon, 2005; Rottenberg, 2007).  Nevertheless, this scaling law allows the 

prediction of certain constants, such as the potential existence of a finite number of 

heartbeats in a lifetime (~1.5 x 10
9
 for typical mammals), which must be important for 

understanding aging and should be further studied (Kriete et al, 2006).   

Another evolutionary theory of aging with experimental support is antagonistic 

pleiotropy, which proposes that organismal aging is caused by pleiotrophic genes, 

genes favored by natural selection for their beneficial effects early in life but causing 

deleterious consequences for the post-reproductive organism (Williams, 1957). 

Examples of genes showing antagonistic pleiotropy include the pro-apoptotic gene 

Trp53 (and other genes implicated in cell senescence), the cholesterol gene ApoE and 

the androgen receptor (Alexander et al, 2007; Summers and Crespi, 2008; Ungewitter 

and Scrable, 2008).  Interestingly, a recent study identified a potentially antagonistic 

pleiotropic gene as contributing to the normal aging process in the nematode 

Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans).  Elt-3, a GATA transcription factor whose 

expression is not affected by cellular damage or environmental stress, is an important 

developmental gene that shows decreased expression with age in a tissue-specific 

manner and is the first transcriptional regulator able to account for many of the 
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differences in expression observed between young and old worms (the aging 

transcriptome) (Budovskaya et al, 2008).  Aging is complex, and by understanding the 

many factors involved in the aging process at the level of tissues, individual organisms 

and species, aging may become a treatable disease. 

 

Generalities of organismal aging 

In the animal kingdom, each species, and even sub-species, shows a 

genetically determined, characteristic lifespan, ranging from three days in the 

microscopic, free-living aquatic worms of the class Gastrotricha, to the longevity 

records of 188 years for a Madagascar radiated tortoise or 226 years for a koi carp fish 

(however, there are at least two invertebrates, the asexual freshwater Hydra and the 

red sea urchin, that show minimal signs of aging because of their stem-cell-like 

capacity for regeneration) (Ebert, 2008; Martinez, 1998; Yoshida et al, 2006).  At the 

same time, however, even genetically equivalent organisms reared in identical 

environments show a bell-shaped distribution of lifespan (see Fig. 1.1).  Thus, within a 

group of genetically identical organisms, a stochastic component involving the 

interaction of the organism’s genes and bioprocesses with its environment determines 

the specific lifespan of an individual organism (Herndon et al, 2002; Kirkwood et al, 

2005; Kirkwood and Finch, 2002).  

To understand the aging of a population or species, survival curves showing 

the proportion alive over time are quite useful.  Fig. 1.2 illustrates features of a 

simplified mammalian survival curve for animals raised in a protected environment.  
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The curves represent the lifespans of three populations of hypothetical isogenic mouse 

strains -- the green, the blue and the red mouse.  The arrow at the elbow of the curve 

indicates the age at which the survival of the population begins to decrease 

consistently, considered the “onset of aging” for each mouse strain.  The rate of 

population decline over time (“rate of aging”) is determined by the slope of the line to 

the right of the elbow of the curve, where a larger negative slope indicates a faster rate 

of aging.  Genetic and behavioral manipulations have shown that many factors can 

influence the survival curve.  Several genetic alterations (the dwarf mouse mutants, 

some insulin pathway mutants) and caloric restriction in certain populations can delay 

the onset of aging, whereas a multitude of genetic changes and most caloric restriction 

studies have been shown to alter the slope or rate of aging (Bartke et al, 2001; Dillin et 

al, 2002; Panowski et al, 2007; Syntichaki et al, 2007).  Survival curves help illustrate 

the distinction between physiological age (indicated by proportion surviving) and 

chronological age (time from birth) and enable aging comparisons between 

populations (e.g., a healthy 50 year old may be physiologically younger than a diabetic 

40 year old).   

Although studies in yeast and C. elegans have catapulted our understanding of 

genes that impact aging, these model systems are much simpler than humans and may 

not adequately explain the more complex aging of mammals.  Furthermore, within 

complex organisms, different cell-types and tissues age at distinct rates, depending 

largely on the cell- and tissue-specific metabolic status, resistance to oxidative stress 

and regenerative capacity.  Aging of the overall organism involves the interaction of 
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multiple biological processes where the aging of one tissue may hasten the decline of 

another organ.  The failure of one or a combination of these systems is what ultimately 

leads to the death of the animal.  The mouse and human genomes are of comparable 

size, contain close to the same number of genes and possess an average sequence 

similarity of about 85% (Waterston et al, 2002).  In fact, almost all mouse genes 

(99%) have homologs in the human genome, and for these reasons, we selected the 

mouse as our aging model (Austin et al, 2004).  As longevity of the human population 

has increased over the last fifty years, worsening health in old age, specifically 

cognitive function, has become a significant problem.  The number of patients with 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and other dementias unable to care for themselves continues 

to increase, and the cost is unsustainable.  Thus, in order to improve our understanding 

of neurological aging, we specifically chose to study mouse models whose lifespan 

deterioration was closely linked with their neuropathological and neurobehavioral 

phenotypes.   

 

The senescence accelerated mouse model  

Because single-gene progeria syndromes tend to affect only a subset of tissues 

in an organism and to elicit only a small portion of the normal aging phenotype, we 

investigated a more complex model of aging:  the senescence-accelerated mouse 

(SAM) strains.  The process of creating these mice began in 1968 at Kyoto University 

by an accidental out-breeding of an AKR/J line with an unknown strain or strains 

(Hosokawa et al, 1984).  After noticing that some mice seemed to age faster than 
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others, they began breeding by phenotypic selection, selecting for an earlier onset of 

age-related disorders and a shortened lifespan.  Nine short-lived, senescence-

accelerated mouse prone strains (SAMP) and three longer lived control strains, the 

senescence-accelerated mouse resistant (SAMR) lines, were created (Hosokawa et al, 

1997; Takeda, 1999; Takeda et al, 1997).  Because progressive neural dysfunction is a 

key aspect of human aging, we chose to study two strains that show accelerated 

neurological aging, SAMP8/Ta (S8) and SAMP10//Ta (S10), and two control strains, 

the related senescence resistant strain SAMR1TA (SR) and a commonly used inbred 

mouse strain, C57BL/6J (Miyamoto, 1997; Miyamoto et al, 1986; Shimada et al, 

1992; Yagi et al, 1988).  In addition to osteoarthritis, premature loss of fertility and 

cataracts, the S8 and S10 strains show age-related deficits in learning and memory, 

emotional disorders and abnormal circadian rhythms (Kawamata et al, 1997; Takeda 

et al, 1997).  A unique pathological feature of senescence in S10 mice is an age-

related atrophy of the brain that is most severe in the olfactory and frontal cortices, 

where a 36% loss of large pyramidal neurons occurs by 12 months of age (Shimada et 

al, 1994; Shimada et al, 1992).  To explore the events involved in the molecular 

senescence of the mammalian brain, we established and aged the three SAM colonies, 

verified the phenotypes, and performed gene-expression analyses of the retina and 

hippocampus using oligonucleotide microarrays (Lipshutz et al, 1999).  These studies 

are detailed in Chapter 2. 
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Gene expression in accelerated aging 

Gene expression analyses provide another means to understand the 

physiological age of an animal by looking at what genes are actively being turned on 

or off at different time periods.  Because the genetic code of an organism remains 

relatively unchanged throughout its life, comparing changes in gene expression over 

the lifespan (the aging transcriptome) may help distinguish an individual’s level of 

function or physiological age from its chronological age.  Of the three SAM strains we 

are studying, the phenotypes between the accelerated aging strains, S8 and S10, are 

most similar; however, S8 and the control strain, SR, are more similar to each other 

genetically, at the DNA sequence level, than either is to S10 (Cervino et al, 2005; Xia 

et al, 1999).  Analyzing hippocampal gene expression changes between young and old 

in each mouse strain revealed that the four mouse lines shared very few gene 

expression changes with age.  One interesting trend was that the accelerated aging 

strains showed grossly fewer upregulated genes with age.  When gene expression 

between the strains at a young age was compared, the accelerated aging strains 

exhibited higher expression of repetitive viral sequences and stress responsive heat 

shock proteins and lower levels of important transcription factors.  Specifically, the S8 

strain demonstrated intense upregulation of several inflammatory genes likely to 

increase oxidative stress and enhance the rate of damage accumulation.  The genes 

correpond to a locus on chromosome 4 where a duplication event likely led to their 

overexpression and to the ectopic expression of a mutant ccl19.  Interestingly, the S10 
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line showed increased levels of caspase 9, indicating higher than normal levels of 

apoptosis, potentially reflecting their atrophic pathology.   

 

Developing a way to obtain sequence information from gene expression data 

In order to understand the gene expression differences more fully and to ensure 

that sequence differences between the strains were not altering probe binding, we 

developed a web-based tool, termed “GeSNP,” to mine the detailed hybridization 

patterns in Affymetrix oligonucleotide array expression data for evidence of genetic 

variation.  Although gene expression arrays were not designed to detect sequence 

differences, we reasoned that the underlying multi-probe hybridization patterns could 

be analyzed, probe by probe, to identify possible sequence differences between the 

SAM strains.  To develop the algorithm, genes with consistent strain-specific 

hybridization pattern differences were identified, and approximately 90% of the 

candidate genes were independently confirmed to harbor sequence differences.  In 

addition, the quality of gene expression data was also improved by masking the probes 

of regions with putative sequence differences between strains.  GeSNP identified 

several genes containing mutations in the aging accelerated strains.  Importantly, the 

S10 strain contains a splicing mutation in the mRNA of fibroblast growth factor 1 

(Fgf1) that results in a C-terminal truncation eliminating most of the heparin-binding 

domain.  The S8 strain shows a mutation in and ectopic expression of the gene for 

chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 19 (Ccl19), which is involved in the inflammatory 

response.  Mechanistic roles for these genes suggest that they may be causative in their 
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accelerated-aging phenotypes.  Developing GeSNP enabled us to extract genetic 

variation information on a genome-wide scale, led us to identify interesting candidate 

genes, and made public a technique that has now been applied to ten different species 

and 18 Affymetrix chips (see Chapter 3).  

 

Implications of an altered Fgf1 splice form  

As mentioned above, we discovered that the S10 accelerated aging mouse 

expresses exclusively an alternative splice form of fibroblast growth factor 1 (Fgf1) 

in neuronal and non-neuronal tissues.  This splice variant creates a protein of 95 

amino acids with a C-terminal truncation that eliminates most of the heparin-binding 

domain, potentially affecting its ability to activate Fgf receptors.  Chapter 4 begins 

to address the possible impact of this aberrant splice variant.  Further sequencing of 

the S10 Fgf1 gene revealed no mutations in the 5’ or 3’ consensus splice site 

sequences but did reveal a SNP in exon 2 that may alter binding at a putative 

upstream exonic enhancer element.  The S10 isoform should not be subject to 

nonsense-mediated decay, yet Western blot results were intriguing but inconclusive.  

Most Western blots using antibodies against the full-length recombinant protein did 

not detect any Fgf1 protein in S10.  Only one antibody recovered a robustly 

expressed truncated form in S10.  However, this antibody also detected the truncated 

protein in other strains but at lower levels than the full-length protein, indicating that 

this isoform may be a minor splice variant in normal mice.  Although the C-terminus 

of Fgf1 eliminated in S10 may also be involved in its non-classical export, possibly 
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preventing its exit from the cell, strong evidence shows intracellular functions for 

Fgf1 in the absence of export.  Considering the S10 cortical phenotype of severe 

neuronal loss with age, that caspase 9 is upregulated in the hippocampus of S10 

mice, and that the Fgf1 knockout mouse does not show any pathological phenotype, 

it appears that the altered S10 Fgf1 splice form is not merely a loss of function 

mutation (Carter et al, 2005; Miller et al, 2000).  Interestingly, the Fgf2 null and the 

Fgf1/Fgf2 double knockout mice share phenotypes with S10 of compromised wound 

healing and severe loss of cortical pyramidal neurons.  In addition, several truncated 

Fgfs have been previously shown to act as antagonists (Ozawa et al, 1998; Yu et al, 

1992).  To determine if the mutant Fgf1 was interfering with the effects of other 

Fgfs in a dominant negative manner, we transiently transfected Fgf2 and the S10 

mutant Fgf1 into primary mouse embryonic fibroblasts.  Proliferation assays showed 

that the mutant S10 Fgf1 can indeed interfere with the mitogenic effects of Fgf2 in 

vitro.  

 

Summary 

The key findings of this dissertation, that the S10 mice have a defect in their 

Fgf pathway and that the S8 mice possess a higher level of inflammatory mediators 

in the brain, reflect quite nicely on what is already known about processes 

implicated in neuronal survival and aging.  Again, a balance of factors, protective 

and harmful, determines the life or death of a neuron and can ultimately affect the 

aging of an organism.  As more scientific investigation into the causes of aging 
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occurs, the clearer it becomes that with pharmacological or therapeutic techniques 

cellular damage with age could be at least partially ameliorated and may not be 

inevitable.   

 

SPECIFIC AIMS 

The overarching goal of my thesis project has been to improve our understanding 

of potential causes of accelerated aging and specifically to identify pathways that 

may mediate accelerated neurological aging in S8 and S10.  The specific aims of my 

thesis are as follows: 

1. Identify gene expression differences implicated in the neurological aging 

phenotypes of accelerated aging strains, S8 and S10 (Carter, Greenhall, et al. 2005; 

Chapter 2). 

2. Identify sequence differences between the genomes of the SAM strains implicated 

in the neurological aging phenotypes of S8 and S10 (Carter, Greenhall et al., 2005, 

Chapter 2; Greenhall, et al. 2007, Chapter 3).   

3. Determine whether the altered Fgf1 mRNA in S10 interferes with the proliferative 

effects of Fgf2 (Greenhall, et al. in preparation, Chapter 4). 
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Fig. 1.1   Lifespan heterogeneity of isogenic mice reared in identical environment 

Genetically identical organisms growing up in the same environment show a bell-shaped 

distribution of lifespan, indicating that a stochastic component is involved in determining 

an individual’s lifespan. 
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Fig. 1.2 Simplified survival curves for animals raised in a protected environment.   

The curves represent the percent of a population surviving over time for three hypothetical 

isogenic mouse strains -- the green, the blue and the red mouse.  The arrow at the elbow of 

the curve indicates the age at which the survival of the population begins to decrease 

markedly, considered the “onset of aging” for each mouse strain.  The rate that the 

population declines over time (“rate of aging”) is determined by the slope of the line to the 

right of the elbow of the curve, where a larger negative slope indicates a faster rate of 

aging.  In this example, the green mice show the earliest onset of aging at 29.4 weeks and 

have a median life expectancy (50% of the population surviving) of 62.3 weeks.  Even 

though the red mice show the latest onset of aging at 73.8 weeks and the longest median 

survival time of 97.0 weeks, once commenced, their rate of aging at -3.6% per week is 

faster than the other two strains, compared to -2.8% per week for the green line and -1.7% 

per week for the blue line.  An additional phenomenon often seen in aging populations, 

but not yet understood, is a late-life mortality plateau, where instead of continuing along 

the line projected by the rate of aging (the dashed line), the survival curve instead levels-

off at advanced age (shown at the bottom right of the green mouse curve) (Vaupel et al, 

1998).  Survival curves help illustrate the distinction between the biological age of a 

population (indicated by proportion surviving) and its chronological age (actual time since 

birth).  Genetic and behavioral manipulations have shown that many factors can influence 

the survival curve.   
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ABSTRACT 

Background 

Progressive neurological dysfunction is a key aspect of human aging.  Because 

of underlying differences in the aging of mice and humans, useful mouse models have 

been difficult to obtain and study.  We have used gene-expression analysis and 

polymorphism screening to study molecular senescence of the retina and hippocampus 

in two rare inbred mouse models of accelerated neurological senescence (SAMP8 and 

SAMP10) that closely mimic human neurological aging, and in a related normal strain 

(SAMR1) and an unrelated normal strain (C57BL/6J). 

Results 

The majority of age-related gene expression changes were strain-specific, with 

only a few common pathways found for normal and accelerated neurological aging.  

Polymorphism screening led to the identification of mutations that could have a direct 

impact on important disease processes, including a mutation in a fibroblast growth 

factor gene, Fgf1, and a mutation in and ectopic expression of the gene for the 

chemokine, Ccl19, which is involved in the inflammatory response. 

Conclusion 

We show that combining the study of inbred mouse strains with interesting 

traits and gene-expression profiling can lead to the discovery of genes important for 

complex phenotypes.  Furthermore, full-genome polymorphism detection, sequencing 

and gene-expression profiling of inbred mouse strains with interesting phenotypic 
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differences may provide unique insights into the molecular genetics of late-

manifesting complex diseases. 

 

BACKGROUND 

Aging is defined by an increase in the probability of death over time associated 

with characteristic changes in phenotype (Johnson et al, 1999).  Changes in the global 

control of transcription have been directly implicated in the aging process in yeast, and 

increased histone deacetylation activity (a process involved in chromatin silencing) 

results in extended life span in Caenorhabditis elegans (Kaeberlein et al, 1999; Smeal 

et al, 1996; Tissenbaum and Guarente, 2001).  Genomic instability has also been 

implicated as a causative agent in cellular senescence in mammals.  This relationship 

between genomic instability and aging in mammals is supported by work 

demonstrating a correlation between senescence and the loss of ribosomal DNA, 

increases in chromosomal abnormalities and telomere shortening (Bodnar et al, 1998; 

Johnson et al, 1999; Martin and Oshima, 2000; Strehler, 1986).  In addition, certain 

mutations in humans can accelerate aging-specific events, resulting in progeric 

diseases that include Hutchinson-Gilford syndrome, Werner syndrome, Cockayne 

syndrome and xeroderma pigmentosum (Delgado Luengo et al, 2002; Rapin et al, 

2000; Yu et al, 1996).  Except for Hutchinson-Gilford syndrome, each of these 

disorders results from mutations in DNA repair proteins, suggesting that a stochastic 

build-up of errors in DNA could form the basis for some common traits of aging.  

Recent studies have indicated that Hutchinson-Gilford syndrome is caused by specific 
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mutations in lamin A, a gene involved in structural integrity of the nuclear membrane 

(Eriksson et al, 2003; Mounkes et al, 2003).  Interestingly, some genetic disorders that 

exhibit aspects of accelerated senescence also demonstrate genomic instability, 

including several mentioned above as well as ataxia-telangiectasia and Bloom's 

syndrome (Barlow et al, 1999; Brosh et al, 2002; Gaymes et al, 2002; Hande et al, 

2001; Orren et al, 2002). 

While single-gene progerias can provide insight into age-related processes, 

most patients exhibit only a subset of the phenotypes associated with aging.  Thus, the 

process may be fundamentally different from normal aging, which involves multiple 

events and tissues.  To complement studies of single-gene progerias and other models 

of mammalian senescence, we have chosen to study a more complex model of aging:  

the senescence-accelerated mouse (SAM) strains.  The senescence-accelerated mice 

are a collection of inbred mouse strains developed as models of accelerated aging, and 

include nine short-lived, senescence-accelerated mouse prone strains (SAMP) and 

three longer lived control strains designated senescence-accelerated mouse resistant 

(SAMR) (Takeda et al, 1997).  The SAMP strains exhibit several features that make 

them interesting models of human aging, including age-associated early onset of senile 

amyloidosis, degenerative arthropathy, cataracts, osteoporosis and osteoarthritis, 

reduced fecundity and early loss of fertility (Higuchi et al, 1984; Takeda, 1999; 

Takeda et al, 1997).  Mapping studies have been limited to microsatellite haplotype 

analyses characterizing the genetic relationships between the SAM strains (Higuchi et 

al, 1984).  In addition, there is currently no genome sequence available for these 
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strains, making it difficult to use comparative genomics to identify genetic differences 

responsible for their phenotypic differences.  Furthermore, the strains involved in 

these studies require continual trait-based selection to maintain the phenotype.  As 

standard quantitative trait locus mapping approaches would be extremely difficult with 

such strains, we sought to test the hypothesis that gene-expression profiling combined 

with candidate gene sequencing would lead to the identification of mutations and/or 

expression changes that track with the strain-specific phenotypes, thereby allowing us 

to identify relevant pathways and generate candidate genes for future experiments. 

Our study focused on the identification of genes involved in neurological 

aspects of aging, using two SAMP strains: SAMP8/Ta (S8) and SAMP10//Ta (S10), 

and two control strains: the related SAMR strain SAMR1TA (SR1) and a commonly 

used inbred mouse strain C57BL/6J (B6J).  The S8 and S10 strains exhibit age-related 

behavioral and neuropathological phenotypes, in addition to osteoporosis and 

premature loss of fertility, that make them particularly useful models of human 

neurological aging (Lee et al, 2000; Miyamoto, 1997; Miyamoto et al, 1986; Miyazaki 

et al, 2003; Shimada et al, 1992; Yagi et al, 1988).  These phenotypes include deficits 

in learning and memory, emotional disorders and abnormal circadian rhythms 

(Kawamata et al, 1997; Takeda et al, 1997).  S8 mice also develop a severe age-

related impairment in acquisition and retention of the passive avoidance response, as 

well as a reduced-anxiety behavior (Miyamoto, 1997; Miyamoto et al, 1992).  Old S10 

mice exhibit behavioral depression on tail suspension and forced swimming tests 

(Miyamoto, 1997).  A unique pathological feature of senescence in S10 mice is an 
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age-related atrophy of the brain (Shimada et al, 1994).  Neuron shrinkage and 

degeneration in S10 mice result in a progressive decrease of mean brain weight 

beginning at four months of age (Shimada et al, 1994).  In addition to the 

neurobehavioral and physiological phenotypes, S8 mice demonstrate an age-related 

degeneration of the retinal pigment epithelium-Bruch's membrane-choriocapillaris 

complex, and a degeneration of receptor cells and ganglion neurons in the retina 

suggestive of age-related macular degeneration in humans (Hosokawa et al, 1997). 

The S8 and S10 strains are also interesting in that although inbred, trait-based 

selection is necessary to maintain the phenotype of the age-associated disorders over 

generations (Hosokawa et al, 1997).  Thus, while the phenotypes are heritable, they 

are clearly part of a complex trait that probably involves the interaction of multiple 

genes and/or alleles, suggesting that these strains may better model the processes 

associated with mammalian aging than single-gene progeria models. 

To explore the events involved in the molecular senescence of the mammalian 

brain, we established and aged the colonies, verified the phenotypes, and performed 

gene-expression analysis of the retina and hippocampus in S8 and S10 mice using 

oligonucleotide microarrays (Lipshutz et al, 1999).  As a control, we studied the 

SAMR strain SR1.  All SAM strains were originally derived from the AKR/J inbred 

mouse strain, but SR1 demonstrates a longer life span and lacks the accelerated 

senescence that is a hallmark of the SAMP strains.  Furthermore, we also analyzed the 

gene-expression data in the context of an additional, unrelated inbred mouse strain, 

B6J, to distinguish strain-background specific (AKR-specific) from more general 
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changes of the aging transcriptome.  Finally, we took advantage of a focused 

polymorphism screen to identify two genes harboring mutations in the SAMP strains 

that may play important roles in their accelerated-aging phenotypes. 

 

RESULTS 

Verification of phenotype in SAM Strains 

As accelerated aging of the senescence-prone mouse strains is a complex 

phenotype, we monitored the life span, pathology, fecundity and learning and memory 

behavior of all generations of mice to validate the accelerated-senescence phenotype 

in our facility and employed retrospective pedigree selection (see Appendix I-B).  on 

S8 and S10 mice as previously described (Hosokawa et al, 1997).  As expected, both 

S8 and S10 strains had increased mortality and morbidity with age relative to SR1 and 

B6 mice (Fig. 2.1a; B6 data from Pugh et al., 1999) (Pugh et al, 1999).  S8 mice had 

the shortest life span, with a median life span 39% shorter than that of SR1.  S10 mice 

showed an 18% decrease in median life span.  These data are consistent with the 

reported life spans of SAM strains reared under conventional conditions, where the 

median survival time of all SAMP strains (including not only S8 and S10 but also 

other accelerated-senescence strains) is reported to be 40% less than that of SAMR 

strains (Takeda, 1999).  Whereas the single greatest cause of death in the SAMR1 

strain was cancer (consistent with the original AKR/J strain from which the SAM 

strains were developed), the SAMP10 and SAMP8 mice showed a decrease in cancer-

related deaths and an increase in death due to infection or a wasting syndrome 
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consistent with neurological dysfunction.  Finally, an analysis of litter size also 

showed a significant decrease in fecundity in both S8 and S10 mice as compared with 

SR1 (data not shown), consistent with accelerated aging of the reproductive organs 

(Gosden et al, 1983). 

Most relevant to the studies performed in our laboratory, a progressive 

deterioration in learning and/or memory performance has been reported in S8 and S10 

mice (Miyamoto, 1997; Miyamoto et al, 1986).  To confirm and elucidate these 

phenotypes, behavioral analysis of our colonies was performed using a single-trial 

passive avoidance paradigm, in which shorter latency to entering a darkened chamber 

indicates a lower retention (memory) of a previous foot shock.  This test was 

performed on both younger (average age of 16 weeks) and older (average age of 81 

weeks) mice (Fig. 2.1b).  At 16 weeks of age, S8 mice demonstrate an average latency 

52.1 seconds shorter than SR1 and 16 week-old S10 mice demonstrate an average 

latency 56.7 seconds shorter than SR1.  These differences between the SAMP strains 

and the SAMR strain are significant using a two-tailed Student's t-test (p < 0.003 for 

SAMP8 versus SAMR1 and p < 0.002 for SAMP10 versus SAMR1).  At 81 weeks of 

age, the retention deficits for S8 and S10 mice have worsened, with S8 mice showing 

a 119% decrease and S10 mice showing a 52% decrease in performance, while SR1 

mice show only a 14% decrease.  Consistent with previously published results, the 

SAMP mice exhibit a severe age-related decline in learning and memory relative to 

control mice.  Therefore, within the cohort studied for phenotype, RNA profiling, 
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DNA sequencing and in situ hybridization, the animals showed a consistent phenotype 

within the colony. 

 

Neurological gene-expression profile of aging is unique among strains 

The anatomical and behavioral analyses of the SAM strains are consistent with 

age-related deficits in hippocampal-mediated processes that are accelerated in S8 and 

S10.  In addition, studies of the retina also suggest a retinal degeneration phenotype 

specific to S8 mice that may mimic age-related declines in retinal function in humans 

(Hosokawa and Ueno, 1999).  The hippocampus and retina of old (16 month-old S8, 

S10, SR and 21 month-old B6J) and young (3 month-old) mice were subjected to 

gene-expression analysis studies using Affymetrix oligonucleotide microarrays (see 

Lipshutz et al., 1999; Sandberg et al., 2000; Caceres et al., 2003 and Materials and 

Methods for details).  As B6J mice exhibit a longer life-span than SR1 mice, we 

sacrificed B6J mice at 21 months of age, approximately at the same 95% survival 

point as seen for 16 month-old SR1 mice (see Fig. 2.1a).  To ensure that the analysis 

method used minimized false positives and maximized reliability of the results, the 

number of independent replicate samples needed was determined by the variation 

inherent in the samples (see Appendix I-C).  In the case of younger animals, two 

independent samples for each time point and tissue were required.  For the 16 month-

old S8, S10 and SR hippocampus samples, three samples were used.  For retinal 

samples, four retinas from two mice were pooled to obtain sufficient RNA for each 

sample.  Reproducibility was measured using the Pearson correlation coefficient based 
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on the signal intensities of all genes on the array between replicate samples (perfect 

correlation = 1.0), and the average correlation coefficients of the replicates in each 

condition were as follows: young hippocampus, 0.9914; young retina, 0.9946; old 

retina, 0.9949; old B6J hippocampus, 0.9922, and old S8, S10 and SR hippocampus, 

0.9695 (see in Appendix I-C for all replicate correlation coefficients).  Representative 

correlation plots are shown in Appendix I-E.  Whereas most of the replicates 

demonstrated a high reproducibility (> 0.99 correlation coefficient), there was greater 

variability seen in the old S8, S10 and SR hippocampus replicates (as indicated by 

lower correlation coefficients).  As a result, in these cases additional samples were 

prepared and analyzed.  The number of genes differentially expressed between 

replicates was used as an estimation of the false positive rate.  In all cases very few 

genes were identified as differentially expressed between replicates, indicating a very 

low expected false-positive rate in the experimental analyses (Appendix I-C). 

Several types of analyses were performed.  First, we characterized gene-

expression profiles of aging within each strain.  Pair-wise comparisons between each 

tissue sample for young and old mice of the same strain were performed.  A given 

mRNA transcript was considered differentially expressed in a comparison of any two 

samples if it met the following criteria: a Wilcoxon signed rank test (relative) (WSRR) 

p-value of p ≤ 0.01 and increase fraction ≥ 0.7; or p ≤ 0.0316 and increase fraction ≥ 

0.8; or p ≤ 0.01 and increase fraction ≤ 0.3; or p ≤ 0.0316 and increase fraction ≤ 0.2.  

A fold change of 1.5 or greater and an average difference change in signal of 30 or 

more was also required.  A gene was considered differentially expressed between 
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conditions (that is, old S8 retina versus young S8 retina) only if it met the above 

criteria in more than 70% of the pair-wise comparisons (3/4 or 4/4 comparisons), and 

carried a statistically significant absolute call of 'Present' (P) or 'Marginal' (M) in at 

least one sample (see Materials and methods for more detail). 

Subsequently, those genes found to be differentially expressed by the strict 

criteria described above were examined in all other strains and were considered 

differentially expressed in another strain if the expression change during aging was 

significant to an average (WSRR) p-value = 0.05.  Finally, the genes that were 

differentially expressed during aging in each strain were clustered into heat-map views 

based on their expression patterns, allowing us to examine similarities and differences 

in transcriptional aging between strains (Fig. 2.2). 

Unexpectedly, each strain showed a remarkably unique profile of aging.  In the 

aging hippocampus, only a single gene out of a total 115 (complement component 4 

(C4)) changed with age in all four strains (Fig. 2.2a).  Seven genes increased in B6J 

and at least one SAM strain hippocampus.  Finally, two genes were downregulated 

with age in all three SAM strains, but did not change in B6J.  The vast majority of 

changes during aging (75/115 or 65%) were unique to one of the four strains.  

Interestingly, the genetic background of the animals played an important part in the 

similarity of the profiles, as related SAM strains exhibited patterns of gene-expression 

change more similar to one another than they did to B6J, in spite of the fact that SR1 

and B6J both demonstrate a 'normal' phenotype, lacking the accelerated neurological 

pathology seen in S8 and S10 mice. 
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To determine if these observations extended to other central nervous system 

(CNS) tissues, similar analyses of the retina were performed (Fig. 2.2b).  As seen for 

the hippocampal data, only a single gene (AI845165, similar to the phosphatidylserine 

decarboxylase gene) changed with age in all SAM strains and B6J.  Also like the 

hippocampus, the majority (30/46 or 65%) of gene expression changes in the retina 

were unique to a single strain, again indicating that neuronal tissues of different strains 

can exhibit dramatically different transcriptional responses to aging. 

 

Strain differences in gene expression 

The analysis of the aging retina and hippocampus demonstrated that interesting 

and specific transcriptional events occurred within the hippocampus and retina of each 

strain with age.  The results suggest that differences in expression levels of important 

genes between the senescence-prone and -resistant strains could play an important role 

in mediating the age-related differences observed between these strains.  One 

hypothesis suggests that differences in expression levels of important genes between 

the senescence-prone and -resistant strains could play an important role in mediating 

the age-related differences observed between these strains. 

To identify such differences, we compared gene expression results for the 

senescence-accelerated S8 and S10 strains to the closely related, yet disease-free, 

control SR1 strain at both young and old time points (Fig. 2.3).  Gene-expression 

differences were identified using similar analyses to those described above, but 

comparing young and old S8 and S10 with SR1 (young 'prone' versus young 'resistant' 
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or old 'prone' versus old 'resistant') (see Materials and Methods and Appendix 1-A for 

more analysis methodology).  A total of 124 genes were identified as differentially 

expressed in the hippocampus between strains in either young or old animals (Fig. 

2.3a).  A similar analysis of the retina yielded 118 genes that differed between the 

senescence-prone and -resistant strains (Fig. 2.3b). 

The genes differentially expressed between the senescence-prone and -resistant 

strains could be early markers for aging, or may establish the foundation for 

accelerated senescence in the S8 and S10 strains.  Several of these genes fell into 

interesting Gene Ontology (GO) categories, as determined by gene enrichment 

analysis using the GO Tree Machine (Zhang et al, 2004).  In the hippocampus, these 

included genes involved in learning and behavior (phosphodiesterase 1B; Ca2+-

calmodulin dependent, protein kinase C-gamma; and preproenkephalin 1), and genes 

involved in the heat-shock response (heat-shock 70 kD protein 5 (glucose-regulated 

protein); heat-shock protein 1B; and heat-shock protein 2).  In the retina, genes fell 

into categories involved in the perception of light (ATP-binding cassette, subfamily A 

(ABC1), member 4; prominin 1 phosphodiesterase 6A, cGMP-specific, rod, alpha; and 

retinal G-protein-coupled receptor), chloride transport (chloride channel 4-2; gamma-

aminobutyric acid (GABA-A) receptor, subunit beta 3; solute carrier family 12, 

member 2; and chloride intracellular channel 4 (mitochondrial)) and lipid metabolism 

(ATP-binding cassette, subfamily A (ABC1), member 1; ATP-binding cassette, 

subfamily A (ABC1), member 4; glycerol kinase; peroxisome proliferator activated 

receptor alpha; prostaglandin D2 synthase (brain); retinol binding protein 1, cellular; 
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sterol-C5-desaturase (fungal ERG3, delta-5-desaturase) homolog; and sterol-C4-

methyl oxidase-like). 

To establish the real-world performance of both the analytical methodologies 

and experimental procedures used to identify gene expression changes, ten genes were 

chosen from the hippocampal analysis for quantitative reverse transcription PCR 

(qRT-PCR) verification using independent samples (from mice not used in the 

microarray analysis) (indicated with ‡ in Fig 2.3).  Of the ten genes assayed, the 

expression changes for eight genes were confirmed with a change of 1.3-fold or 

greater: intracisternal-A particles (Iap), upstream transcription factor 1 (Usf1), 

potassium voltage-gated channel, subfamily Q, member 2 (Kcnq2), chemokine (C-C 

motif) ligand 19 (Ccl19), erythroid differentiation regulator (Edr), caspase 9 (Casp9), 

chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 27 (Ccl27), and complement component 4 (C4).  Of the 

remainder, one showed a similar trend (1.2-fold change, chromobox homolog 3 

(Drosophila HP1 gamma) (Cbx3)) and one (ATP-binding cassette, subfamily D 

(ALD), member 3 (Abcd3)), showed no gene-expression change, and thus represents a 

possible false positive. 

To cross-validate the gene-expression results, a method besides qRT-PCR was 

used to examine the expression levels of two genes identified as differentially 

expressed.  In situ hybridization was performed on S8, S10, and SR1 mice for the 

regulator of G-protein signaling 5 (Rgs5) and Iap.  Gene-expression profiling showed 

that Rgs5 was more highly expressed in the hippocampus and retina of S8 than SR1.  

In situ hybridization confirmed that Rgs5 was more abundant in the hippocampus and 
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retina of S8 mice than SR1, and also revealed an increased level of Rgs5 in the S8 

cerebellum (Fig. 2.4a).  The other transcript studied in this manner, Iap had a two- to 

five-fold higher expression level in both S8 and S10 relative to SR1 mice in the 

hippocampus and retina.  In situ hybridization clearly showed an increased signal in 

S8 and S10 hippocampus and retina relative to SR1.  In contrast to Rgs5, no difference 

was seen in the cerebellum (Fig. 2.4b).  For both transcripts, the in situ hybridization 

results were correlated with the microarray analyses, indicating a high degree of 

confidence in those results.  Additionally, the pattern of expression observed in the in 

situ experiments suggests that the higher signal resulted from increased transcript 

levels in cells that normally express the gene, not ectopic expression in unusual cell 

types. 

Using both qRT-PCR and in situ hybridization, 10/11 genes identified as 

differentially expressed using Affymetrix oligonucleotide microarrays were confirmed 

using independent samples and independent methods. 

 

A cluster of genes on chromosome 4, including Ccl19, is differentially expressed 

between S8 and SR1 mice 

Because the gene-expression differences between the accelerated-senescence 

prone and resistant strains are consistent in multiple independent animals, we sought 

to identify genetic differences between the strains that might mediate these expression 

level differences.  To identify patterns of expression related to gene position, we 

looked for correlations between gene location and expression difference.  This 
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analysis revealed an interesting region on chromosome 4 of S8 mice harboring 

multiple genes that were more highly expressed in S8 than SR1 (Fig. 2.5).  The RNA 

levels for six genes in retina or hippocampus were higher in S8 than SR1, representing 

21% (6/29) of the S8-SR1 specific hippocampal gene expression differences and 26% 

(5/19) of the retinal differences.  The identified genes were Ccl19, Ccl27, dynactin 3 

(Dctn3), opioid receptor, sigma 1 (Oprs1), galactose-1-phosphate uridyl transferase 

(Galt), and 2810432D09Rik, all of which are within less than 100 kb of each other on 

chromosome 4 (based on the Celera mouse genome database).  Ccl19 was not 

formally localized to this region but has been shown to be located near Ccl27 (Luther 

et al, 2000; Nakano and Gunn, 2001).  These genes are more highly expressed by a 

factor of 1.7 to 7.4 in S8 relative to SR1 mice.  The physical clustering of 

differentially expressed genes may indicate involvement of a large-scale chromosomal 

regulatory mechanism. 

To investigate this cluster of differentially expressed genes, we pursued one of 

them in more detail: Ccl19.  Our gene-expression studies indicated an increased level 

of mRNA in the S8 hippocampus relative to SR1.  To examine Ccl19 expression in the 

SAM strains more closely, northern analysis was performed on spleen and 

hippocampus RNA (Fig. 2.6a).  Whereas a consistent band was detected in the spleen 

of all three SAM strains (Fig. 2.6a, lower band), a band was detected only in the 

hippocampus of S8 mice (consistent with the gene-expression data).  Interestingly, the 

transcript found in the S8 hippocampus was larger than that seen in the spleen, 
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suggesting either tissue-specific alternative splicing from a single gene locus or the 

presence of a novel expressed locus. 

Motivated by reports that some strains of mice can harbor nearby pseudogenes 

of Ccl19 (Luther et al, 2000; Nakano and Gunn, 2001) and the different size of the 

transcript identified in the S8 hippocampus, sequence analysis was performed on 

Ccl19 cDNA from both hippocampus and spleen of S8, S10 and SR1 mice.  While no 

bands were identified by northern analysis in the hippocampus of S10 or SR1, 

fragments were obtained from these tissues using the more sensitive method of 

reverse-transcriptase PCR.  Sequencing of fragments amplified from cDNA revealed 

an altered coding sequence for the S8 hippocampus transcript relative to all other 

transcripts, including that found in S8 spleen.  The predicted amino-acid sequence of 

the transcript unique to the S8 hippocampus had two mutations relative to the 

canonical Ccl19 sequence: a point mutation eliminating the canonical start ATG of 

Ccl19 and a substitution mutation resulting in a novel methionine 47 residues further 

downstream in the S8 hippocampus transcript (Fig. 2.6b).  Interestingly, while we 

found no prior description of the novel methionine, the mutation in the canonical start 

ATG has been previously described in unexpressed Ccl19 pseudogenes found in other 

strains of mice (Luther et al, 2000; Nakano and Gunn, 2001).  It is possible that the 

novel downstream ATG identified in the Ccl19 transcript from the S8 hippocampus 

may provide a compensatory in-frame start site allowing expression of a truncated 

protein.  No differences within the coding sequence were identified that could result in 
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the larger transcript observed in the S8 hippocampus, suggesting that the longer 

mRNA results from additional 5' or 3' untranslated region (UTR) sequence. 

Because Ccl19 was one of several up-regulated genes located in proximity to 

one another and because sequence differences between S8 Ccl19 hippocampus and 

spleen mRNA suggested expression from at least two distinct genes, we hypothesized 

that a genomic duplication encompassing Ccl19 and surrounding genes was present 

within the S8 genome.  Indeed, Southern analysis using a Ccl19 probe demonstrated a 

two-fold increase in signal intensity in S8 mice relative to S10 and SR1, consistent 

with such a duplication (Fig. 2.6c, d).  The Southern analysis and sequence 

information from S8 mice are consistent with a duplication of a block of genes on 

chromosome 4, resulting in increased expression. 

 

Fgf1 is mutated in S10 mice 

As no large-scale genomic sequencing has been reported for either S10 or SR1, 

we used an algorithm developed in our laboratory that takes advantage of the fact that 

Affymetrix GeneChips use a series of oligonucleotides that span up to hundreds of 

bases of a given gene to detect potential sequence variations between the strains 

(J.A.G., M.A. Zapala, C.B. and D.J.L., unpublished data, see Materials and methods).  

These oligonucleotides (called probes) yield distinct patterns of intensity for each 

gene.  Sequence differences can be detected based on differences in the hybridization 

pattern across the set of probes between samples.  We compared the underlying 

patterns of signal intensity between the SAM strains to identify genes that may harbor 
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sequence differences between strains (Caceres et al., 2003; J.A.G., M.A. Zapala, C.B. 

and D.J.L., unpublished data, see Materials and Methods).  These oligomers (probe 

pairs, 11-20 per gene) yield distinct patterns of intensity for each gene.  The probe 

pairs are sensitive enough that appropriately positioned single base differences 

between the probe pair and the detected RNA can significantly change the signal 

intensity, and thus produce different patterns between slightly different sequences.  

We compared these underlying patterns of signal intensity between the SAM strains to 

identify genes harboring candidate sequence differences between strains (Caceres et 

al., 2003; J.A.G., M.A. Zapala, C.B. and D.J.L., unpublished data, see Materials and 

Methods).  Using a threshold p-value of p < 0.000001 (calculated from a two-tailed 

Student's t-test (unpaired, equal variance)), 20 transcripts were predicted to harbor 

sequence differences (possibly including nucleotide substitutions, splice differences 

and/or deletions/insertions) in S8, 36 genes in S10, and 17 genes in both S8 and S10 

relative to SR1 (see Appendix I-D). 

We have found previously that genes containing at least two predicted 

polymorphisms (even in the 3' UTR of a gene) often contain additional sequence 

variations (data not shown).  Therefore, we sequenced the coding regions of several 

genes containing predicted sequence differences between S10 and SR1 that are also 

known to be involved in important cellular pathways.  This led to the identification of 

mutations in the fibroblast growth factor 1 (Fgf1) gene in S10 mice.  Sequencing of 

the Fgf1 transcript confirmed the predicted polymorphisms in the 3' UTR in S10 (T-C 

at base pair 2,190 and C-T at base pair 2,931, reference sequence: AF067197).  Of 
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particular importance, further sequencing into the coding region of Fgf1 revealed a 15-

nucleotide insertion that alters the coding sequence and is expected to result in a 

truncated protein lacking approximately 45% of the conserved Fgf1 domain (Fig. 7a).  

To confirm that the mutation affected the protein, western blotting was performed.  

Western analysis on brain extracts from S8, S10 and SR1 mice using a carboxy-

terminal antibody confirmed the absence of normal FGF1 protein in the brain of S10 

mice (Fig. 7b).  As fibroblast growth factors have been linked to specific roles in the 

central nervous system (Eckenstein, 1994; Hashimoto et al, 2002), it is tempting to 

speculate that the mutation in this gene plays a role in the senescence-associated 

neurodegeneration seen in S10 mice. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Animal models for the study of complex diseases that are late-manifesting are 

difficult to create.  This poses a major challenge when attempting to study human 

diseases that occur during the process of aging.  This problem is exaggerated when the 

disease process may emerge not as a discrete phenomenon but rather as a constellation 

of processes that cascade and ultimately lead to the complex disease.  The rare inbred 

mouse strains generated by careful breeding and selection known as the senescence-

accelerated prone mice afforded us the opportunity to study a complex cascade that 

ultimately leads to progressive neurological decline during the aging process.  

Although these animals are difficult to maintain and little is known regarding the 

underlying genetics that predispose these mice to accelerated senescence, their 
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extraordinary phenotype motivated us to study these mice using transcriptional 

profiling and targeted polymorphism screening to begin to dissect the pathways that 

lead to the disease phenotype and to compare these changes with those that occur 

during the 'normal' neurological aging process in two control strains. 

Our studies suggest a role for the identified genes and pathways in the 

neuropathological phenotypes seen in S8 and S10 mice and, at a minimum, provide a 

set of likely candidate genes and mutations for further study.  Importantly, this work 

demonstrates that it is possible to use large-scale gene expression profiling to identify 

genotypic differences between strains and link them to a phenotype.  We sought to test 

whether gene expression profiling combined with follow-up of specific genes could be 

exploited to identify candidate pathways involved in aging processes.  We found that 

we could identify genes likely to be involved in the aging process in multiple mouse 

strains, and also apply genomics to the study of inbred mice to proceed beyond the 

search for general patterns of gene expression toward the identification of specific 

mutations in the accelerated-aging models. 

 

From genomics to specific genes 

The combination of gene-expression profiling and the use of inbred mouse 

strains revealed the presence of a block of differentially regulated genes on 

chromosome 4 in S8 mice.  Follow-up studies confirmed a duplication event 

containing at least one gene in the region, Ccl19.  Given the important role that 

inflammatory processes could have in CNS aging, both Ccl19 and the closely linked 
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Ccl27 could play primary roles in the neurological phenotypes seen in the S8 strain.  

Our results suggest that a large-scale duplication event of a region of chromosome 4 

results in increased expression of multiple genes in the brains of S8 mice. 

We have also identified a potentially important mutation in the growth factor 

gene Fgf1 in S10 that results in a nonsense codon in the predicted amino-acid 

sequence, and western analysis confirmed that normal FGF1 protein is not detectable 

in the brains of these animals.  Interestingly, FGF1 has been shown to protect neurons 

from excitotoxic stress, and low Fgf1 mRNA levels have been implicated in 

Alzheimer's disease (Hossain et al, 2002; Mitani et al, 1992; Thorns et al, 2001; 

Thorns and Masliah, 1999).  The absence of intact FGF1 in the S10 mice could be 

critical in the age-related neurodegeneration and brain atrophy observed in the S10 

strain. 

The opportunistic polymorphism screening approach we pursued led to 

multiple candidate genes.  It is exciting to postulate that future availability of more 

complete sequence and/or high density SNP information will make possible the 

combination of genomic information with full genome expression profiling to 

delineate specific mutations and expression differences that point to a host of 

intriguing candidates for complex traits. 

 

General aspects of aging 

While the majority of genes found to be differentially expressed in the 

hippocampus and retina were specific to one or two strains, two genes in particular 
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stood out as potentially 'universal' markers for molecular processes involved in aging.  

In the hippocampus, C4 was upregulated in old S8, S10, SR1 and B6J mice.  C4 was 

also upregulated in the aging neocortex and cerebellum of B6J, suggesting that the 

complement cascade plays a common role in aging in multiple inbred mouse strains 

and brain regions (Lee et al, 1999).  Other components of the complement cascade 

were also upregulated in the Lee et al. study (Lee et al, 1999), including C1q A-chain, 

C1q B-chain, and C1q C-chain.  Examination of these genes in our data revealed that, 

while the changes were not significant enough to meet our most stringent criteria, the 

C1q A-chain, C1q B-chain transcripts were elevated approximately 1.3-fold in aged 

S8, S10 and SR1 hippocampus (S8 p-value = 0.05 and 0.08 for C1q A- and B-chains, 

respectively; S10 p-value = 0.03 and 0.05 for C1q A- and B-chain, respectively; and 

SR1 p-value = 0.03 and 0.1 for C1q A- and B-chains, respectively).  Increases in 

immune-response genes in the aging brain have been found in several different mouse 

strains and there is a growing body of evidence supporting the importance of chronic 

inflammation in mammalian aging (Chung et al, 2001; Lee et al, 1999; Prolla, 2002).  

Intriguingly, such an immune/inflammatory response may play a particularly 

important role in the nervous system, as similar increases were not seen in gene 

expression studies of aging muscle or fibroblasts (Lee et al, 1999; Ly et al, 2000).  

Other studies in B6J mice also show involvement of inflammatory pathways in the 

aging retina (Yoshida et al, 2002).  One study has also reported increased levels of 

immune-related transcripts with age in the liver of another strain (C3B10RF1), 

suggesting that there may be other tissues with age-related immune responses (Cao et 
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al, 2001).  Importantly, studies of caloric restriction, the only known method of life-

extension in mammals, show that restricting food intake results in the downregulation 

of genes involved in inflammation (Lee et al, 1999; Prolla, 2002). 

Another interesting gene identified was the mouse homolog of 

phosphatidylserine decarboxylase (Psdc), a transcript up-regulated in the aging retina 

of all strains and the aging hippocampus of S8, SR1 and B6J.  This gene encodes an 

enzyme localized to the inner mitochondrial membrane that is involved in 

phospholipid biosynthesis.  It is possible that the upregulation of Psdc may provide a 

mechanism to compensate for oxidative damage to membranes in the CNS (Salvador 

et al, 2002).  Finally, a recent report examining gene regulation and the aging human 

brain identified many genes in the same pathways that we have identified here, 

including genes involved in stress response, inflammation and vesicular transport (Lu 

et al, 2004). 

 

Strain-specific transcriptional response to aging 

In addition to the identification of genes and mutations potentially involved in 

aging, our results demonstrated some unexpected findings.  Surprisingly, we found 

that different inbred strains of mice demonstrated strikingly distinct aging patterns 

(Fig. 2.2).  Of the many genes differentially expressed, very few were in common 

between the three SAM strains and B6J.  More age-related gene expression changes 

were found in common between the SAM strains than the B6J, most likely reflecting 

the close genetic relationship between the AKR/J-derived SAM strains, but even 
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within the SAM mice, there were significant differences between the strains in the 

patterns of expression changes.  This suggests that the use of any single inbred mouse 

strain to study transcriptional events associated with mammalian aging may be 

misleading or incomplete and that it is best to use multiple strains in order to model 

general mammalian aging processes. 

The two strains demonstrating accelerated aging, S8 and S10, shared many 

differences relative to SR1, including increased expression levels of stress-response 

genes such as those for the heat-shock proteins Hsp70-1 and Hspa5, and for X-box 

binding protein 1 (Xbp1).  The senescence-prone mice also demonstrated differential 

expression of some genes known to be involved in human diseases: these include 

transthyretin (Ttr) and Kcnq2, both of which show decreased levels of expression in 

S8 and S10. 

Another interesting gene-expression difference between the strains was the 

increase in Iap mRNA levels observed in S8 and S10 hippocampus and retina relative 

to SR1.  Iap sequences are repetitive transposable elements present in approximately 

1,000 copies per mouse genome, and transcript levels have been reported to increase 

with age in the liver of some strains (Dupressoir et al, 1995; Lueders and Kuff, 1977; 

Puech et al, 1997).  This increase has been shown to be associated with demethylation 

of an Iap promoter, suggesting a failure of repression mechanisms to control 

retrotransposon expression in the aging mouse.  In the case of S8 and S10, Iap 

expression was elevated two- to five-fold in young mice relative to SR1, and remained 

elevated throughout the life span of the mouse. 
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Interestingly, a global evaluation of transcriptional changes also revealed a 

difference in expression trends between S8 and the other strains.  In the aging 

hippocampus, 61% (40/66) of differentially expressed genes were upregulated in SR1, 

69% (29/42) were upregulated in S10 and 82% (14/17) were upregulated in B6J.  

These values are consistent with trends seen in previous studies of other regions of the 

B6J brain (Lee et al, 1999).  In contrast, only 46% (18/39) of genes were upregulated 

with age in the S8 hippocampus.  These same trends were seen in the aging retina, 

with S10, SR1 and B6J showing upregulation of at least 80% of differentially 

expressed genes (22/24, 15/16 and 8/10, respectively).  The aging S8 retina showed 

only 24% (5/21) of genes up-regulated.  This general difference in age-related gene 

expression levels supports a global difference in transcriptional regulation in S8 

neuronal tissues.  Therefore, while the neurological phenotypes of S8 and S10 mice 

are somewhat similar, S8 mice may have a very abnormal transcriptional response to 

the aging process.  One hypothesis suggested by the data is that certain events during 

aging trigger the upregulation of important genes.  This response occurs in the SR1, 

S10 and B6J mice, but is abnormal in S8 mice.  Thus, it is possible that S10 mice 

exhibit an acceleration of certain normal molecular responses to aging, while S8 mice 

exhibit a malfunction of normal transcriptional responses. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Aging is a complex process involving multiple tissues and events.  Many genes 

and pathways are implicated from our gene-expression data, with some very 
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interesting candidates implicated in the pathology of S8 and S10 mice.  Elucidation of 

the precise roles these candidate genes may play remains difficult, but the simple 

identification of such candidates provides the opportunity for hypothesis formation 

and testing to further characterize their involvement in the aging process.  Our studies 

suggest that careful analysis of multiple strains, multiple tissues, and the integration of 

gene expression data generated from multiple laboratories will be important for 

deciphering the molecular biology of the aging process in mammals.  Ultimately, 

combining the knowledge gained from whole-genome sequencing of multiple strains 

with gene-expression analyses and careful phenotypic comparison is likely to provide 

great insight into the aging process.    

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animal handling 

All animal procedures were performed according to protocols approved by The 

Salk Institute for Biological Studies Animal Care and Use Committee.  C57BL/6J 

mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratories and were housed for one week before 

dissection.  The senescence-accelerated mouse (SAM) strains were developed at 

Kyoto University from a colony of AKR/J mice that were selectively bred based on 

senescence, life span and pathologic phenotypes and were generously provided to our 

laboratory (Hosokawa et al, 1984; Takeda, 1999; Takeda et al, 1997).  Founder mating 

pairs of S8/Ta (F-105), S10//Ta (F-99) and SR1TA (F-99) mice raised under specific-

pathogen-free conditions were obtained from Kyoto University as approved by the 
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SAM council.  Animals were maintained in a specific-pathogen-free environment 

under standard 12-h light-dark cycles (lights on 6:00 AM - 6:00 PM) with food and 

water provided ad libitum.  Fertility of the mice was monitored by plug-checks during 

mating, and fecundity was determined by recording the number of offspring.  

Necropsies were performed on mice that were used for dissection, euthanized, or 

found dead.  All mice that died of natural causes were used in the pathology studies.  

237 S8 mice, 169 S10 mice, and 189 SR1 mice were used for the life span analysis.  

Cause of death was determined by necropsy and classified as 'cancer,' 'infection,' or 

'no cancer or infection.' 

 

Single-trial passive avoidance 

Behavioral analyses were performed using a single trial in a two-compartment 

step-through passive avoidance apparatus (Miyamoto, 1997).  During acquisition, a 

0.5 mA current was applied to a floor grid for 3 sec upon animal entry into a darkened 

chamber.  Retention was measured 24 h later as time to enter the dark chamber, up to a 

maximum of 300 sec.  Male and female mice were tested at two time points (young 

time point: average age of 16 weeks; old time point: average age of 81 weeks). 

 

Tissue collection 

Mice were sacrificed between 15:00 and 17:00 by cervical dislocation.  Retinal 

samples were dissected first and frozen on dry ice.  The brain was then removed and 

the hippocampus rapidly excised, followed by the removal of the spleen from the 
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body.  All samples were rapidly frozen on dry ice and stored at -80°C.  Total RNA 

was prepared using Trizol Reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's 

recommended protocol (Sandberg et al, 2000). 

 

Gene-expression profiling 

Gene-expression profiling was performed on 3 month-old (young), 16 month-

old (old) S8, S10 and SR1 mice, and 3 month-old and 21 month-old B6J mice.  Two 

independent samples for each time point were used in gene-expression profiling for 

each strain.  Because of greater replicate variability, three samples were used for 

hippocampus of 16-month SAM mice.  A 10.0 µg sample of total RNA was used to 

generate labeled cRNA for each sample according to recommended protocols 

(Affymetrix).  RNA from multiple animals was not pooled, except in the case of 

retina, where the retinas of two mice were combined to generate sufficient total RNA.  

Hybridizations were performed on MG_U74Av2 Affymetrix GeneChips for 16 hours 

at 50°C at a final cRNA concentration of 0.66 µg/µl.  Data were analyzed using the 

TeraGenomics relational database.  To identify differentially expressed genes between 

any two samples, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (WSRR) p-value was calculated using 

the probe-pair difference values for a given gene between the two samples.  A 

combined set of criteria, WSRR p-value of p ≤ 0.01 and increase fraction ≥ 0.7, or p ≤ 

0.01 and increase fraction ≤ 0.3, was used to detect genes that showed an increase or 

decrease in expression level.  To detect less robust but still potentially interesting gene 

expression changes, a less stringent set of criteria, p ≤ 0.0316 and increase fraction ≥ 
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0.8, or p ≤ 0.0316 and increase fraction ≤ 0.2, was used to identify genes as showing a 

'marginal' increase or decrease.  Additionally, a fold change of 1.5 or greater and a 

change in signal ≥ 30 was also required.  The above analysis was performed on all 

possible pair-wise comparisons of the samples used (that is, two independent young 

S8 retinal samples and two independent old S8 retinal samples resulted in four pair-

wise comparisons).  A gene was considered differentially expressed (for example, old 

S8 retina vs. young S8 retina) only if it met the above criteria in at least 70% of the 

pair-wise comparisons (3/4 or 4/4 comparisons).  Finally, the transcript had to meet 

the following criteria resulting in an absolute call of P (present, indicating the 

transcript reached reliably detectable levels) in at least one sample: p ≤ 0.0316 and 

positive fraction ≥ 0.6, or p ≤ 0.1 and positive fraction ≥ 0.75. 

For each analysis (old vs. young or strain 1 vs. strain 2), all possible pair-wise 

comparisons were generated (that is, four files resulting from a comparison of two S8 

hippocampus samples to two SR, or six files resulting from a comparison of three old 

S10 hippocampus samples to two young S10 hippocampus samples) and used in the 

analyses.  This analysis methodology has been described in more detail in previous 

publications (Sandberg et al, 2000).  Affymetrix CEL files are available at NCBI’s 

GEO website under accession number GSE6238. 

 

Polymorphism prediction 

Candidate genes harboring predicted polymorphisms were identified using an 

algorithm developed by our laboratory (J.A.G., M.A. Zapala, C.B. and D.J.L., 
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unpublished work).  Briefly, the algorithm works as follows: first, for the selected 

probe sets, the individual hybridization intensity values are extracted and the 

difference between the perfect match and the mismatch (PM-MM) intensities is 

calculated for each probe pair for each sample, excluding probe sets from samples that 

do not meet certain pattern quality measures.  The PM-MM values for each of the 

probe sets for each sample are globally scaled (by a factor derived from the standard 

deviation across the multi-probe pattern obtained in each experiment) to compensate 

for gene-expression differences.  Next, the scaled values for each sample group are 

averaged, and an average and a standard deviation are calculated for each probe pair in 

a probe set.  A threshold, an empirical measure of significance, was computed for each 

probe pair (PP) as follows: 

2

2a

2

1a

2a1a

)group sample ,PPdeviation( Standard)group sample ,PPdeviation( Standard

)group sample,(PPdifference scaled Average  )group sample,(PPdifference scaled Average

+

−
 

The algorithm was written in structured query language (SQL) using Queryman, a 

Teradata specific compiler to run on the Teradata relational database. 

 

Real-time quantitative RT-PCR 

RNA samples from two to three mice for each strain at each time-point were 

used to verify the gene-expression differences.  RNA used for quantitative PCR (Q-

PCR) was independent from the RNA used in the Affymetrix microarray experiments.  

Standard protocols were used for the generation of cDNA from RNA following 

elimination of genomic DNA contamination using DNA-free (Ambion).  
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Oligonucleotide primers were designed using Applied Biosystems Primer Express 

software v. 1.5.  ABI's SYBR Green PCR Master Mix was used for the Q-PCR 

reactions, which were then run on the ABI Prism 7700 sequence detection system.  All 

Q-PCR data analysis was normalized to peptidylprolyl isomerase B (cyclophilin) 

levels as an internal control. 

 

In situ hybridization 

Templates for probes were synthesized by PCR, subcloned into TOPO-2 

(Invitrogen), linearized with EcoRV, and transcribed in vitro using digoxigenin (DIG)-

labeled uridine triphosphate (Roche Biomedical Systems) according to the 

manufacturer's protocols.  For hippocampal and cerebellar tissue preparation, mice 

were sacrificed by rapid cervical dislocation, the brains removed and embedded in 

OCT on dry ice, and sliced in 10 µm sections using a cryostat.  For retinal tissue 

preparation, animals were perfused using 4% paraformaldehyde.  The eyes were then 

enucleated, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 hours and embedded in paraffin and 

sliced.  Retinal sections were rehydrated and treated with proteinase K.  Subsequently, 

both brain and retinal sections were refixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 minutes, 

washed in PBS and acetylated.  Hybridization was performed overnight at 60°C using 

a probe concentration of 0.5-1 µg/ml, and detection was performed with anti-

digoxigenin alkaline phosphatase-conjugated Fab fragments (Roche Biomedical 

Systems) followed by staining with NBT and BCIP (Roche Biomedical Systems).  

Images were collected with a Nikon microscope attached to a charge-coupled device 
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camera and software (Media Cybernetics), using electronically acquired composite 

images. 

 

Polymorphism identification 

Total RNA was extracted from hippocampus and spleen using methods 

described above and contaminating genomic DNA was removed using Ambion's 

DNA-free according to the manufacturer's recommended procedures.  Primers for the 

amplification of regions containing putative sequence differences were designed 

(length = 17-26 bp; Tm = 55-60°C).  Whenever possible, primers were designed to 

include the complete Affymetrix target sequence.  All sequencing was performed by 

the Salk Institute Sequencing Core. 

 

Northern analysis 

Total RNA (10.0 µg for each sample) was incubated at 50°C for 1 h in the 

presence of glyoxal, and electrophoresed in 1× DEPC-treated BPTE buffer in a 1% 

agarose gel.  The gel was blotted onto Hybond-N+ membrane overnight.  A fragment 

of the Ccl19 mRNA was amplified using RT-PCR from hippocampus total RNA.  

Random primed labeling was used to radioactively label the fragment with 32P and 

hybridization to the membrane was performed overnight in Church buffer at 65°C.  

Four washes of 15-20 min were performed to a maximal stringency of 0.1× SSC, 0.1% 

SDS at 65°C.  Visualization was performed on a Molecular Dynamics 

Phosphorimaging system. 
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Southern analysis 

Genomic DNA (10.0 µg for each sample) was digested at 37°C using BamHI 

or EcoRI.  The digested samples were electrophoresed in 1× TAE buffer on a 0.8% 

agarose gel overnight at 30 V.  The gel was then washed in 0.2 M HCl for 30 min., 

rinsed quickly in distilled water twice, placed in denaturing buffer (1.5 M NaCl, 0.5 M 

NaOH) for 30 min, neutralization buffer (1.5 M NaCl, 0.5 M Tris pH 7.5) for 30 min, 

and 20× SSC for 2 min.  The gel was then blotted onto a Nytran supercharge filter 

(Schleicher & Schuell) in 20× SSC overnight and UV cross-linked.  To create the 

Ccl19 probe, a fragment of the Ccl19 mRNA was amplified using RT-PCR from SR 

cortex total RNA (primers: GCGGGCTCACTGGGGCACAC, 

TGGGAAGGTCCAGAGAACCAG).  Random primed labeling was used to 

radioactively label the fragment with 32P and hybridization to the membrane was 

performed overnight in Church buffer at 65°C.  Four washes of 15-20 minutes were 

performed to a maximal stringency of 0.1× SSC, 0.1% SDS at 55°C.  Visualization 

was performed on a Molecular Dynamics Phosphorimaging screen.  A SacI-EcoRI 

795-bp fragment of Grik1 was subsequently used as a control probe following the 

procedures described for Ccl19. 

 

Immunoprecipitation and western blot 

Cortices for two mice of each strain were homogenized in NP-40 lysis Buffer 

(20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 137 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1% Nonidet P-40, 1 mM 
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EDTA, protease inhibitors (aprotinin + leupeptin), 1 mM phenyl methyl sulfonyl 

fluoride (PMSF)) at 4°C.  The samples were then centrifuged and the supernatant was 

removed and stored.  The protein supernatant (1 mg) was pre-cleared with Protein-G 

Sepharose slurry for 30 min, then removed and incubated with the Protein-G 

Sepharose for 2 h with the anti-FGF1 antibody raised against the carboxy terminus of 

human FGF1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 1/100 concentration).  The Protein-G 

Sepharose beads were then removed, washed, and the protein was liberated upon 

incubation with SDS buffer at 70°C for 10 min.  The supernatant was then run out on a 

Novex 12% Bis-Tris gel in MOPS buffer, blotted, and visualized with a secondary 

horseradish peroxidase-conjugate antibody and detected using the ECL Plus kit 

(Amersham Biosciences). 

 

Additional Data Files 

The following additional data are available with the online version of this 

paper and in Appendix I of this dissertation.  Appendix I-A contains four sections 

explaining the animal handling and gene expression methodologies.  Appendix I-B 

contains a summary of all mice used for breeding.  Appendix I-C contains a summary 

of the correlations between all replicate samples and the empirically determined 

estimated false-positive rates.  Appendix I-D contains a list of the genes predicted to 

harbor polymorphisms between the S8, S10 and SR1 strains. Appendix I-E contains 

four correlation plots of replicate samples.   
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Fig. 2.1 S8 and S10 mice exhibit accelerated-senescence phenotypes.  
 (a) Proportion of surviving S8 mice (blue squares, n = 237), S10 mice (purple diamonds, n 

= 169), SR1 mice (green triangles, n = 189) and B6 mice (black crosses, n = 75, data from 

Pugh et al. [32]). Using a Kaplan-Meier survival analysis, the S8 and S10 survival profiles 

are significantly different from SR1 (p < 0.0001 and p < 0.0015, respectively) by the 

Mantel-Cox log rank test. Arrows and lines indicate the two ages (3 months and 16 

months) at which mice were dissected and used for the gene expression experiments in the 

SAM strains. An arrow also indicates the age at which the old B6J mice were sacrificed 

for gene expression analysis. (b) Retention of foot shock is indicated as latency to entry 

into the dark chamber (day 2-day 1) in a passive avoidance paradigm. Difference in 

latency to entry is shown on the y-axis and age on the x-axis at a young time point and an 

old time point for S8 (blue: young n = 43, old n = 8), S10 (purple: young n = 31, old n = 

7) and SR1 (green: young n = 41, old n = 27) mice. Error bars indicate standard error. S8 

and S10 mice show decreased latency to entry relative to SR1 at both young (two-tailed 

Student's t-test: p < 0.003 and p < 0.002, respectively) and old (p < 0.05, S8) time points. 
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Fig. 2.2 Strain-specific aging gene-expression profiles.  
 (a) Heat-map view of differentially expressed genes between 3- and 16-month-old S8, 

S10, SR1 and B6J hippocampus. Fold change of old relative to young hippocampus is 

numerically indicated within each box. Bright red (increase in expression level) and bright 

green (decrease in expression level) indicate genes that met the most stringent criteria for 

an expression-level change, including an average WSRR p < 0.01. A gene is colored 

orange or light green if its expression increased or decreased with an average WSRR p < 

0.05. Box 1, genes changed in common with three or more strains; box 2, genes changed 

in only two strains; box 3, genes with changes unique to a single strain; and box 4, genes 

with inconsistent patterns of change. (b) Heat-map view of differentially expressed genes 

between 3-month-old and 16-month-old S8, S10, SR1 and B6J retinas. The analysis was 

performed as described for the hippocampus 
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Fig. 2.2 continued 
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Fig. 2.3 Inter-strain, age-independent gene-expression changes.  

(a) A heat-map view of genes differentially expressed in hippocampus with either S8 

compared to SR1, or S10 compared to SR1 is shown. Columns indicate fold change in 

gene expression between young S8 and SR1, young S10 and SR1, old S8 and SR1 and old 

S10 and SR1, respectively. Bright red and bright green indicate genes that met the most 

stringent criteria for an increased or decreased expression level change, including a WSRR 

p < 0.01. A gene is colored orange or light green if it was increased or decreased with an 

average WSRR p < 0.05 in all comparison files. Boxes, numbers and examples of genes 

with the pattern of change are as follows: group 1, genes differentially expressed between 

both young and old S8 and S10 mice compared to SR1, example gene is melanoma 

antigen, 80 kDa; group 2, genes differentially expressed in 3/4 comparisons of young and 

old S8 and S10 compared to SR1, example gene is decorin; group 3, genes differentially 

expressed in either young and old S8 versus SR1 or young and old S10 versus SR1, 

example gene is heat shock 70 kD protein 5; group 4, genes differentially expressed in any 

single comparison group of S8 or S10 to SR1, example gene is protein phosphatase 1-1A 

(differences unique to a single age and strain); group 5, genes with inconsistent expression 

differences, example genes are RAN binding protein 9, glutathione S-transferase a4 and 

kinesin family member 5b. Genes differentially expressed in both retina and hippocampus 

are indicated by an asterisk. Gene-expression differences confirmed by qRT-PCR are 

indicated by the symbol ‡. Line graphs in the last column represent the signal intensity on 

the y-axis and the time point of collection on the x-axis. S8 is indicated by a red line, S10 

by a blue line, SR1 by a green line and B6J by a black line. (b) Heat-map view and line 

graphs of exemplars from each group representing differentially expressed genes in the 

retina between S8 versus SR1 and S10 versus SR1 mice is shown. Analysis and 

representation of the data is similar as described for (a). 
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Fig. 2.3 continued 
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Fig. 2.4 In situ hybridization of Rgs5 and Iap.  

(a) In situ hybridization of an Rgs5 probe to SR and S8 hippocampus (A, D), cerebellum 

(B, E) and retina (C, F) is shown. Increased levels of expression can be seen in all three 

tissues of S8 mice relative to SR1 mice. (b) In situ hybridization of an Iap probe to SR, S8 

and S10 hippocampus (A, D, G), cerebellum (B, E, H) and retina (C, F, I) are shown. 

Increased expression levels of Iap can be seen in the hippocampus and retina of S8 and 

S10 mice relative to SR1 mice. 
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Fig. 2.5 S8-specific cluster of differentially expressed genes on chromosome 4.  

The location and relative expression levels of a cluster of differentially expressed genes on 

chromosome 4 containing a cluster of differentially expressed genes in S8 mice are 

depicted. FC, fold change, represents the average fold change in S8 relative to SR 

hippocampus (Hp) and retina (Rt). Those gene-expression changes significant to a p-value 

≤ 0.05 (WSRR) are indicated and those genes that were not significantly different are 

marked as nonsignificant (ns). Chromosomal map position is given in megabases, and 

both the Affymetrix ID and LocusLink gene symbol are specified. The genes 

demonstrating upregulation in S8 mice are highlighted in gray. 
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Fig. 2.6 Ccl19 is abnormally expressed in S8 hippocampus and is duplicated.  

(a) A northern blot of total RNA from spleen and hippocampus after hybridization with a 

Ccl19-specific probe is shown. An abnormally large Ccl19 transcript is detected only in 

the hippocampus of S8 mice, while the spleen of S8, S10 and SR1 all show normal Ccl19 

expression. (b) Predicted amino-acid sequence of CCL19 from the hippocampal cDNA 

sequence of S8 mice reveals a putative truncation at the amino terminus of the protein 

relative to that of S8 spleen, and SR1 spleen and hippocampus. Arrows indicate the sites 

of mutations in the protein found in the S8 hippocampus. The region of the protein deleted 

by the mutations is highlighted in yellow. A box surrounds the first two conserved 

cysteines, which are adjacent and conserved in all β-chemokines. Colored boxes indicate 

the location of the signal peptide and the SCY-domain. (c) A Southern blot of S8, S10 and 

SR1 genomic DNA digested with EcoRI. The upper panel shows the signal from 

hybridization with a Ccl19 probe, and the lower panel shows the signal of the same blot 

hybridized with a control probe demonstrating relative DNA loading. The average Ccl19 

signal intensity of each S8 lane is 1.9-fold greater than in SR1 and S10 when normalized 

to the control probe (p < 0.005 with a two-tailed Student's t-test). (d) A Southern blot of 

genomic DNA digested with BamHI. In this case, the lower panel shows the signal from 

hybridization with a Ccl19 probe, and the upper panel shows the signal of the same blot 

hybridized with a control probe demonstrating relative DNA loading. The average Ccl19 

signal intensity seen in S8 is 2.6-fold greater than in SR1 and S10 when normalized to the 

control probe (p < 0.003 with a two-tailed Student's t-test). 
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Fig. 2.7 Absence of wild-type FGF1 in S10 cortex.  

(a) Predicted amino-acid sequence of FGF1 protein from SR1 and S10 hippocampus 

reveals a putative truncation of the S10 protein sequence at the carboxy terminus. The 

reference FGF1 protein sequence is shown at the top. The site of the 15-bp insertion is 

indicated by an arrow and the resulting amino-acid changes and the truncation predicted in 

S10 FGF1 are highlighted in yellow. The nuclear localization signal (NLS), the FGF core 

domain and the heparin-binding motif are indicated by boxes. (b) A western blot of S8, 

S10 and SR1 cortices probed with an antibody specific for the carboxy terminus of FGF1 

is shown. This region is predicted to be deleted in S10 mice. Wild-type mouse FGF1 is 

155 amino acids and 17.4 kD. As predicted, wild-type FGF1 is detected in the cortices of 

S8 and SR1, but not S10, consistent with the predicted truncation of the protein in that 

strain of mice. 
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ABSTRACT 

The use of high-density oligonucleotide arrays to measure the expression 

levels of thousands of genes in parallel has become commonplace.  To take further 

advantage of the growing body of data, we developed a method, termed “GeSNP,” 

to mine the detailed hybridization patterns in oligonucleotide array expression data 

for evidence of genetic variation.  To demonstrate the performance of the algorithm, 

the hybridization patterns in data obtained previously from SAMP8/Ta, 

SAMP10//Ta and SAMR1TA inbred mice and from humans and chimpanzees were 

analyzed.  Genes with consistent strain-specific and species-specific hybridization 

pattern differences were identified, and approximately 90% of the candidate genes 

were independently confirmed to harbor sequence differences.  Importantly, the 

quality of gene expression data was also improved by masking the probes of regions 

with putative sequence differences between species and strains.  To illustrate the 

application to human disease groups, data from an inflammatory bowel disease study 

were analyzed.  GeSNP identified sequence differences in candidate genes 

previously discovered in independent association and linkage studies and uncovered 

many promising new candidates.  This approach enables the opportunistic extraction 

of genetic variation information from new or pre-existing gene expression data 

obtained with high-density oligonucleotide arrays.   

 

Supplementary materials are available.  A web-based version of the algorithm 

can be accessed at: http://porifera.ucsd.edu/~cabney/cgi-bin/geSNP.cgi.  The 
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Affymetrix CEL files for the mouse studies (GSE6238) and the human and chimpanzee 

data files (GSE7540) may be downloaded from NCBI’s GEO website:  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/geo/.  Supplementary data, including the C++ 

source code for the algorithm and gene lists for each comparison, can be downloaded 

from the Genome Research website. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

High-density oligonucleotide arrays are used routinely to measure quantitative 

levels of gene expression and to screen thousands of genes for expression differences 

(Lamb et al, 2006; Lipshutz et al, 1999; Lockhart and Winzeler, 2000; Shi et al, 

2006). Unlike cDNA microarrays that typically use a single spotted PCR product, 

Affymetrix oligonucleotide arrays are designed with multiple, different, sequence-

specific DNA probes for each gene (Lockhart et al, 1996).  The quantitative, multiple-

probe hybridization patterns for each gene are reproducible, and the specific patterns 

depend on the sequence of the DNA or RNA molecules that bind (Chee et al, 1996; 

Fodor et al, 1993; Fodor et al, 1991; Hacia et al, 1996; Pease et al, 1994; Wodicka et 

al, 1997).  Several papers have highlighted the ability to mine gene expression data 

from high-density oligonucleotide arrays to find probes that behave unusually within a 

probe set (Li and Wong, 2001)or to find genes with variant splice forms (Hu et al, 

2001).   

Although gene expression arrays were not designed to detect sequence 

differences, we reasoned that the underlying multi-probe hybridization patterns could 
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be retrospectively analyzed, probe by probe, to identify possible sequence differences 

between strains, species or individuals.  In addition, the identification and removal or 

“masking” of probe pairs that target regions with sequence differences should produce 

more accurate expression results in comparisons between distinct genetic populations 

(Caceres et al, 2003; Karaman et al, 2003; Khaitovich et al, 2004; Nagpal et al, 2004).  

Moreover, global genetic variation screening of this type, along with gene expression 

profiling, provides a valuable complement to other methods, such as direct candidate 

sequencing, SNP genotyping and QTL analysis, for the identification of genes 

responsible for important phenotypes (Geschwind, 2000; Grupe et al, 2001).   

Here, we demonstrate the performance of a user-friendly web-based program, 

“GeSNP” (available at http://porifera.ucsd.edu/~cabney/cgi-bin/geSNP.cgi) that can 

be used to identify potential sequence variation from gene expression datasets.  This 

algorithm was used previously to identify sequence differences between three rare 

strains of inbred mice (Carter et al, 2005) and to improve the reliability of gene 

expression data by masking probe pairs that cover regions with sequence differences 

between humans and chimpanzees (Caceres et al, 2003).  Recently, this algorithm was 

also applied in an expression QTL (eQTL) study to exclude spurious cis-acting eQTLs 

due to probe-specific hybridization differences (Hovatta et al, 2007).  Sequence 

variation that affects hybridization to the array probes and leads to false associations 

has been identified as a major problem in eQTL investigations (Peirce et al, 2006; 

Radcliffe et al, 2006).  Sequencing of specific candidate genes has been used to 

minimize these false associations, but this approach is not practical on a genome scale 
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(Hubner et al, 2005). In addition to our studies, similar techniques have also been used 

to identify sequence differences in prokaryotes and lower eukaryotes (Albert et al, 

2005; Borevitz et al, 2003; Gresham et al, 2006; Hazen et al, 2005; Ronald et al, 

2005; Winzeler et al, 1998) and between primate species (Khaitovich et al, 2004).  

However, a fully-functioning program for use with data from many different species 

and different Affymetrix arrays has not been made available.   

 

RESULTS 

Development of the algorithm  

On an Affymetrix oligonucleotide array, each gene is represented by a probe 

set, which is comprised of approximately eleven to twenty different oligonucleotide 

probe pairs that are designed to hybridize to specific regions of a gene.  Each probe 

pair consists of a matched set of two 25-base oligonucleotide probes, a perfect match 

(PM) for the gene of interest and a mismatch (MM) containing a single nucleotide 

substitution in the middle of the probe (position 13).  The MM serves as a measure of 

nonspecific background binding and noise.  The GeSNP algorithm compares the 

detailed hybridization patterns across the oligonucleotide probe pairs for a gene, after 

normalizing for expression level differences, in order to find probe pairs that show 

consistent, statistically significant differences between two sets of samples.  The 

algorithm works as follows (see Fig. 3.1): first, the individual hybridization intensity 

values are extracted from the cell-by-cell intensity (CEL) file.  The difference between 

the perfect match and the mismatch (PM-MM) intensities is calculated for each probe 
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pair for each CEL file.  In order to minimize false predictions of sequence differences 

due to inadequate hybridization signal, a probe set from a particular CEL file is 

excluded if fewer than 65% of the PM-MM values for the probe set are positive, 

indicating that the gene was not likely expressed at a detectable level.  After 

eliminating data from samples that do not fulfill this criterion, the PM-MM values for 

all of the probe sets for each sample are globally scaled to compensate for gene 

expression differences.  The scaling factor is calculated by dividing an arbitrary target 

value of 200 by the standard deviation of the PM-MM values for a probe set while 

ignoring the largest and smallest PM-MM values.  Next, the scaled values for each 

sample group are averaged, and an average and a variance are calculated for each 

probe pair in a probe set.  To further reduce false positives, only probe sets for which 

at least four files in both sample groups have exceeded the pattern quality threshold 

are analyzed.   

To identify statistically significant pattern differences, the Student’s t-test 

using the separate variance formula was employed.  The t-value for each probe pair 

(PP) was calculated as follows:  
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where n1 is the number of files in group 1 and n2 is the number of files in group 2.  

Empirically, the p-value of the Student’s t-test and p-values generated by permutation 

testing did not perform as well as the t-value in identifying confirmed sequence 

differences.  In order to choose an appropriate t-value threshold for each comparison, a 
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false positive comparison was created in which the two compared groups were equally 

distributed between two false positive groups, accounting for any subgroup bias.  

Probe pairs that are statistically significant in this randomized comparison represent 

the potential number of false positives at a particular threshold for the number of files 

compared (see Methods).  Previous studies have referred to the probe pairs containing 

putative sequence differences as Single Feature Polymorphisms (SFPs) (Winzeler et 

al, 1998), and for consistency we adopt this notation. 

 

Identification of sequence differences between three rare mouse strains 

 We have been studying the aging of the mouse brain using three strains of 

Senescence Accelerated Mice (SAM) developed in Japan as models of accelerated 

aging, SAMP8/Ta (SAMP8), SAMP10//Ta (SAMP10) and the control, aging-resistant 

strain, SAMR1TA (SAMR1) (Takeda, 1999).  Initially, large-scale sequence or SNP 

information was not available for these strains, as is still the case for numerous other 

laboratory strains or crosses.  To identify sequence differences between these three 

strains, MG-U74Av2 Affymetrix arrays hybridized to five hippocampal and four 

retinal samples of each mouse strain (Carter et al, 2005) were analyzed using the 

GeSNP algorithm.  Fig. 3.2 shows the number of SFPs identified at increasing t-value 

thresholds, and these numbers reflect the known genetic divergence between the three 

strains from microsatellite markers (Xia et al, 1999) and SNP genotyping (Cervino et 

al, 2005).  The performance of the GeSNP algorithm was determined by sequencing 

24 genes from two cortex samples of each strain and calculating the number of true 
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positives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives at various t-value 

thresholds.  Table 3.1 shows the algorithm performance for the SAMP8 vs. SAMR1 

comparison.  The true positive rate, also known as the positive predictive value, is the 

percentage of SFPs that are indeed true positives, and the detection rate, also known as 

the sensitivity, describes the percentage of probe pairs covering sequence differences 

that are identified as SFPs by the algorithm.  When results are analyzed by probe pair, 

a t-value of 6 yields an 89% true positive rate and a 75% detection rate.  However, 

most false negatives and false positives at the probe pair level are contained within a 

probe set harboring true positives, and hence the performance at the probe set level 

yields a 100% true positive rate and a 100% detection rate for almost all t-values 

shown.  A small number of false positives is acceptable in this type of screen as the 

purpose is to identify a manageable number of candidates for follow-up studies with 

conventional DNA sequencing.  For the SAMP8 vs. SAMR1 and SAMP10 vs. 

SAMR1 probe sets containing one or more SFPs with a t-value ≥ 5, see Appendix II-A 

and II-B.  Although not discussed here in detail, in addition to single nucleotide 

differences, the GeSNP algorithm is also able to detect insertions/deletions and splice 

variants. 

 

Identification of sequence differences between species 

In order to further validate the algorithm and extend its applicability to inter-

species comparisons, gene expression data from ten humans (Homo sapiens) and 

seven chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) obtained with human HG-U95Av2 Affymetrix 
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arrays were analyzed (Caceres et al, 2003; Enard et al, 2002).  A total of 28 arrays 

hybridized to human samples and 21 to chimpanzee samples were compared, and the 

sequences of 24 human and chimpanzee genes (represented by 37 different probe sets) 

were examined.  All but one of the genes were selected for sequencing because they 

appeared to be differentially expressed between primate brains in the initial analysis of 

the array data (Caceres et al, 2003).  The performance of the algorithm in the human-

chimpanzee comparison is shown in Table 3.2 (see Appendix II-C for probe sets 

containing SFPs with a t-value ≥ 5).  At a t-value threshold of 6, 16 of 19 probe sets 

(84% true positive rate) or 42 of 59 probe pairs (71% true positive rate) identified as 

SFPs were independently confirmed to contain sequence differences (Table 3.2).  

Similarly, 414 of 431 probe pairs (96% specificity) covering identical sequence 

between species did not contain SFPs.  In addition, taking into account the quality of 

the current genome sequences, comparable results were obtained based on a genome-

wide analysis of the available human and chimpanzee genome sequence (see 

Appendix II-G).   

Compared to the analyses of closely related mouse strains, the numbers of false 

negatives are higher and the detection rates are lower in this inter-species comparison.  

The greater sequence variation in non-isogenic groups and the resulting larger 

statistical variance can yield a smaller t-value not identified as significant, especially 

for more subtle hybridization differences.  Consistent with this observation, 

approximately 50% of the false negatives between humans and chimpanzees are due 

to the sequence difference lying within the first five or last five nucleotides of the 
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probe sequence.  Increasing the number of individuals with array data in both the 

human and chimpanzee groups is likely to increase the detection of these smaller 

hybridization changes.  Furthermore, data from a larger number of individuals will 

improve the resolution of the results, decreasing the number of false positives due to 

intra-species SNPs and sharpening the peaks for the true positives.   

 

Comparison of the GeSNP algorithm to other methods 

The performance of the GeSNP algorithm was compared to the algorithm of 

Ronald et al. (2005) which uses a different approach for background subtraction and 

normalization and was previously used to identify sequence differences in gene 

expression data between yeast strains.  James Ronald and Leonid Kruglyak kindly 

provided us with their C++ program implementing both the normalization procedure 

of Irizarry et al. (2003) and the PerfectMatch of Zhang et al. (2003), which is a 

positional-dependent-nearest-neighbor model that uses probe target nucleotide 

sequence and position to determine background binding.  Comparing t-values from 

each algorithm, the GeSNP algorithm performed better for a test data set comparing 

SAMP10 and SAMR1 at all thresholds (see Table 3.3).  At t-value thresholds of 6 and 

7, the improvement in performance was significant using a chi-square test (p = 0.0027 

and p = 0.024, respectively).  These results show that in identifying confirmed 

sequence differences, the GeSNP algorithm is more robust and accurate than similar 

computational methods.   
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Improving the quality of array-based gene expression data 

Sequence differences in gene regions covered by the oligonucleotide probes 

can affect the quantitative measurement of expression levels. This effect is 

especially important when mRNA from one species is interrogated with arrays 

designed for a different species.  The ability to identify probes that cover regions 

with sequence differences and eliminate them from the analysis is essential for 

accurate gene expression quantification (Caceres et al, 2003; Karaman et al, 2003; 

Khaitovich et al, 2004).  For example, in the comparison of the human and 

chimpanzee gene expression data, we identified 246 probe sets that initially 

appeared to be expressed at different levels between human and chimpanzee brains 

(Caceres et al, 2003).  However, once the signals for the probe pairs predicted to 

have sequence differences were ignored or “masked,” 53 of these probe sets were no 

longer scored as being differentially expressed.  One of the genes, CTNNA1, was 

independently determined by quantitative RT-PCR to be expressed at the same level 

in humans and chimpanzees (Caceres et al, 2003).  Sequence variation also affected 

probe hybridization and led to false assignments of differential expression in the 

SAM comparisons.  For example, Fgf1 gene expression levels appeared lower in 

SAMP10 mice than in SAMR1 mice.  However, GeSNP identified sequence 

differences in four Fgf1 probe pairs.  Sequencing confirmed that nucleotide 

differences were covered by the Fgf1 probes and further led to the identification of a 

functionally important mutation outside of the probe set region (Carter et al, 2005).  

Quantitative RT-PCR showed no gene expression difference between SAMP10 and 
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SAMR1 mice, and after masking the affected probe pairs, Fgf1 was no longer 

considered differentially expressed.  Finally, sequence variation that affects probe 

hybridization was identified in another mouse study comparing C57BL/6J to 

129S6/SvEvTac mice for the gene Kcnab2 (Sandberg et al, 2000).  Therefore, 

although the occurrence of this phenomenon is more frequent in inter-species 

studies, the potential effects on gene expression measurements due to sequence 

differences should be routinely investigated.   

 

Identification of disease-causing mutations in human disease groups 

In order to test the ability of the GeSNP algorithm to identify sequence 

differences between human disease populations, human gene expression data from a 

study on inflammatory bowel disease were analyzed (Burczynski et al, 2006).  Data 

for peripheral blood samples on Affymetrix HG-U133A arrays were obtained from 

GEO accession number GSE3365 and directly from the authors.  The aim of the 

study was to identify gene expression signatures from peripheral blood mononuclear 

cells that could discriminate between two common inflammatory bowel diseases, 

Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis.  Both disorders are thought to result from 

genetic and environmental factors that lead to an abnormal immune response in the 

gastrointestinal tract, with Crohn’s disease having a larger genetic component than 

ulcerative colitis (Sartor, 2006).  

The data of 59 Crohn’s disease patients, 26 ulcerative colitis patients and 42 

healthy controls were analyzed with the GeSNP algorithm in order to identify 
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potential sequence differences between these groups.  Several previously identified 

Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis candidate susceptibility genes showed SFPs 

based on the GeSNP analysis, including SLC22A4, identified in linkage and 

association studies (Giallourakis et al, 2003; Ma et al, 1999; Rioux et al, 2001; 

Rioux et al, 2000; Waller et al, 2006); among others) and showing functional 

genetic variants (Peltekova et al, 2004), and TLR4 (Franchimont et al, 2004; Gazouli 

et al, 2005; Noble et al, 2006) and IL1RN (Carter et al, 2001; Tountas et al, 1999), 

both of which have been associated with Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis in 

certain populations.  In addition, many promising new candidates were also 

identified (see Appendix II-D, II-E, II-F), including two interesting but as yet 

unimplicated genes that could be involved in inflammatory bowel disease 

pathogenesis, VIL2 and HMGB1, and also F2RL1, which could be implicated in the 

differences between Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis.  

 

DISCUSSION 

The results demonstrate that the GeSNP algorithm can identify sequence 

differences using array-based gene expression data.  The approach is general to several 

Affymetrix gene expression array types and applicable to the analysis of data obtained 

in different populations of genetically distinct individuals, including humans.  With 

most array designs, the sequence coverage for each gene is incomplete.  Usually 100 

to 400 bases of sequence are interrogated for each gene since there are typically eleven 

to twenty probe pairs per gene, the probes are 25 bases in length, some of the probes 
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are overlapping, and sequence differences that result in mismatches near the probe 

ends (e.g., the five bases at either end) are not expected to lead to consistently 

measurable hybridization differences (Chee et al, 1996; Pease et al, 1994).  

Nonetheless, this approach allowed us to take advantage of previously existing data, 

obtained initially for other purposes, to search in a broad and unbiased way for genetic 

differences without the need for any additional experiments.  The GeSNP program can 

be used not only to identify small sequence differences, such as single-base 

substitutions, but also larger deletions or insertions and genes with different splice 

forms (Hu et al, 2001; Li and Wong, 2001; Winzeler et al, 1998).  We further 

illustrated the additional information that can be generated with publicly available data 

files that contain detailed clinical or phenotypic information.  Using GeSNP, we 

identified several well-known inflammatory bowel disease candidate genes and many 

new, promising candidates that are consistent with the disease pathophysiology.  Thus, 

this analysis method can be used to complement gene expression and other more 

traditional studies to accelerate the identification of genes that may mediate important 

diseases and phenotypes. 

In addition to the identification of genetic variants, the analysis methods 

described here may find their most immediate application in improving array 

performance and enabling arrays designed for one strain or species to be used more 

broadly.  We have used this technique successfully in the past to improve the quality 

of gene expression data by masking probes that cover regions with potential sequence 

differences in both mouse (Carter et al, 2005) and human studies (Caceres et al, 2003).  
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Identifying sequence variation that may influence hybridization patterns and lead to 

incorrect results is even more critical in eQTL analysis.  There is growing interest in 

using eQTL studies to discover loci genetically associated with gene expression 

differences and to determine transcriptional regulatory networks (Bystrykh et al, 2005; 

Chesler et al, 2005; Schadt et al, 2003).  However, SNPs within a probe region that 

affect expression results might be in linkage disequilibrium with a marker SNP and 

lead to a false eQTL association with the marker (Peirce et al, 2006).  As eQTL 

studies become even more prominent, methods that minimize false positive 

associations will be increasingly important.  

Moreover, as new array designs become more widely used, the GeSNP 

algorithm could have a much larger impact.  For example, Affymetrix recently 

released the exon arrays to interrogate all putative exons in a genome.  The human 

array contains 1.4 million probe sets with four PM probes per set (5.6 million probes, 

140 million nucleotides).  Assuming that half of the probe sets pass the pattern quality 

measure of detectable expression and that only 50% of the covered nucleotides 

provide information due to probe sequence overlap and lower sensitivity to differences 

at the probe ends, analysis with the GeSNP algorithm could yield information on 

approximately 35 million bases of sequence.  However, because specific MMs for 

each probe are not part of the new exon array design, the pattern quality control and 

background subtraction techniques would need to be modified in order to apply 

GeSNP to this new array type. 
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In summary, the GeSNP algorithm allows for the unbiased, opportunistic 

extraction of sequence variation information from array-based gene expression data.  

This information can be used to improve the quality of gene expression and eQTL 

analyses and to identify potential disease-causing genes in human disease populations.  

The GeSNP source code and a web-based program are available for public 

implementation. 

 

METHODS 

Computer software 

The algorithm was written in standard ANSI C++ and compiled to run on 

UNIX.  The extensively commented source code is available for download from the 

Genome Research website and the GeSNP website, 

http://porifera.ucsd.edu/~cabney/cgi-bin/geSNP.cgi.  In addition, the GeSNP website 

hosts a user-friendly web-based tool that allows users to upload their expression data 

in two pre-defined groups and obtain results online.  A user manual and example data 

are also available at the website.  The GeSNP program outputs a text file for each 

comparison with the following columns:  Probe set, Probe pair, pspp (probe set with 

probe pair number appended at the end), N1 (number of files included in group one), 

Mean1, Var1 (variance of group 1), N2 (number of files included in group two), 

Mean2, Var2 (variance of group 2) and t-value. In the t-value column, the value 

“NaN” indicates that there were less than two files included in one or both groups and 
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a t-value could not be calculated.  Probe sets where both groups had zero files passing 

the pattern quality measures are not included in the output. 

 

False positive estimation and choosing a threshold 

Because the p-value of the Student’s t-test and a permuted p-value with 

100,000 permutations did not perform as well as the t-value alone in correctly 

identifying sequence differences, we developed a method to obtain an approximate, 

“predicted” true positive rate in order to determine an appropriate t-value threshold.  

First, a false positive comparison is generated, where the two groups of interest are 

equally distributed into two false positive groups, accounting for any subgroup bias in 

tissue type, race, gender or prominent diseases.  Ideally, no differences should be 

identified between these two randomized groups.  The number of PPs exceeding a t-

value threshold for the false positive comparison yields an estimated number of false 

positives for the specific files and number of samples being compared.  Subtracting 

the number of estimated false positives at a given t-value from the number of putative 

SFPs, then dividing by the number of SFPs, yields a predicted true positive rate.  The 

larger the number of independent samples for a comparison, the more accurate the 

results, assuming no subgroup bias is introduced.  For studies within a species with 

homozygous loci, at least four independent samples should be used in each group.  For 

studies within outbred populations, use of at least ten independent samples per group 

is advisable.   
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Analysis of SFPs 

Result files were filtered in Microsoft Access according to the minimum 

number of files (N1 and N2 ≥ 4) and the t-value threshold.  In the supplementary 

tables in the appendices, the data are organized by probe set to illustrate important 

summary information.  The number of SFPs in a probe set and the largest t-value of 

these SFPs (with at least one positive mean) are shown.  A larger number of SFPs 

within a probe set, a greater t-value and/or multiple probe sets representing a single 

gene provide increased confidence that a true sequence difference exists for that gene.  

Annotation files were downloaded from Affymetrix 

(http://www.affymetrix.com/analysis/index.affx).  Additional information on 

candidate genes was obtained from NCBI’s Entrez, OMIM and PubMed.  

Since increasing the number of files can improve analytical power, we also 

compared combined groups.  For example, we combined ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s 

disease samples and compared this group to control samples.  While all the SFPs in 

common to both the ulcerative colitis vs. normal and Crohn’s disease vs. normal lists 

appear in the combined comparison, additional probe sets are identified as SFPs.  

These probe sets may have more subtle hybridization differences (such as sequence 

differences near the ends of the probes) that are enhanced with the larger number of 

files.   
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Implementation of the Ronald et al. (2005) algorithm 

James Ronald and Leonid Kruglyak kindly provided their C++ program 

(pdse.cpp) implementing some of the normalization procedure of Irizarry et al. (2003) 

and the PerfectMatch of Zhang et al. (2003).  We then wrote a program in MATLAB 

to follow the remaining methods outlined in Ronald et al. (2005).  Using the output of 

pdse.cpp for the SAMP10 vs. SAMR1 comparison, the MATLAB program divided 

the observed intensity by the expected intensity (while expected intensity > 100) and 

then calculated group means, group variances and the t-values between groups. 

 

RNA preparation and cDNA synthesis for sequence confirmation 

Total RNA was prepared using Trizol Reagent (Gibco/BRL) following the 

manufacturer’s recommended protocol.  For SAM strains, RNA was extracted from 

the cortex of at least two separate mice for each strain.  Standard protocols were used 

for the generation of cDNA from RNA.  Primers were designed to amplify the regions 

defined by the Affymetrix probe set target sequences of the selected genes, which can 

be downloaded from the Affymetrix Analysis Center web-site.  Standard PCR 

reactions were performed on an Applied Biosystems GeneAmp PCR System 9700, 

and PCR products were purified using the recommended procedures for the QIAquick 

PCR purification kit protocol or the QIAquick gel extraction kit protocol (Qiagen).  

All sequencing was performed by the Salk Institute Sequencing Core.  The sequences 

of human genes were obtained from GenBank.  Chimpanzee sequences were described 

in Cáceres et al. (2003) and were also obtained from NCBI’s GenBank.  For the global 
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comparison of the HG-U95Av2 Affymetrix array probes to the human and 

chimpanzee genomes, we used the sequence assembly versions HG18 (NCBI Build 

36.1) and PanTro2 (Build 2, Version 1).  Probe sequences were aligned to the genome 

sequences using MegaBlast, and only probes with 100% identity over the 25 

nucleotides were selected.   
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Fig. 3.1 Detection of sequence differences using oligonucleotide array expression data.  

A, Key steps in the GeSNP algorithm are described (left panels in boxes), and 

corresponding graphical illustrations of the SAMP10 data for MG-U74Av2 array probe set 

98333_at, representing the gene ribosomal protein S18 (Rps18), are shown (right). Step 1 

of the method is to extract data for a specific probe set from the CEL file. In step 2, the 

hybridization intensity difference between the perfect match and mismatch probe (PM – 

MM) for each probe pair (PP) is calculated. These values are then evaluated for inclusion 

in subsequent analyses as determined by passing pattern quality measures for detectable 

expression. The unscaled hybridization intensity values for Rps18 are shown for all nine 

samples of the SAMP10 strain, where the PP number is indicated on the X-axis ranging 

from 1 to 16, and the PM – MM value is shown on the Y-axis. Next (step 3), the intensity 

patterns for each sample are individually scaled to a common value. The scaled PP 

differences are then averaged (step 4) to generate a single value and standard deviation for 

each PP.  B, For the Rps18 probe set, the same analysis was performed for the nine 

SAMR1 samples, all of which passed the pattern quality measures for detectable 

expression. The average hybridization patterns with standard deviations obtained for 

SAMP10 (red line and squares) and SAMR1 (blue line and triangles) mice are shown. 

Using a t-value threshold of 6, the algorithm identified two PPs harboring putative 

sequence differences (black asterisks). Consistent with the hybridization pattern 

differences, DNA sequencing showed that each of these PPs indeed covered a region with 

a single base pair difference between the two strains.  C, The average hybridization 

signals with standard deviations are shown for the 96498_at probe set for the gene Dmc1, 

using the six files that passed the pattern quality measures for SAMP10 (red line and 

squares) and five files for SAMR1 (blue line and triangles). DNA sequencing identified no 

sequence differences between strains, consistent with the nearly identical, overlapping 

hybridization patterns (largest t-value of 2.4). 
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Fig. 3.2 Sequence differences between SAM strains.  

GeSNP comparisons using the three SAM strains are shown. The Y-axis represents the 

number of SFPs occurring at a given t-value, and the X-axis shows several t-value 

thresholds. (Black squares) SAMP8 to SAMR1 comparison, (gray diamonds) SAMP10 to 

SAMR1 comparison, (black triangles) SAMP10 to SAMP8 comparison, (gray circles) 

comparison of SAMP8 and SAMP10 to SAMR1, uncovering SAMP8 and SAMP10 

common, shared differences. The divergence in the number of SFPs is consistent with the 

phylogenetic distance between strains that has been found by microsatellite studies ) and 

SNP genotyping (Xia et al, 1999; Cervino et al, 2005).  All the non-monomorphic SNPs 

(1907) of Cervino et al (2005) were used to generate the phylogenetic tree shown inside 

the graph using the neighbor-joining option of the MEGA3 software (Kumar et al, 2004). 
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Table 3.1 GeSNP performance, SAMP8 vs. SAMR1 mouse strains.  

TP, true positive; FN, false negative; TN, true negative; FP, false positive; TPR, true 

positive rate (the positive predictive value), [TP/(TP+FP)]; DR, detection rate (the 

sensitivity), [TP/(TP+FN)]. 

 

 

  t ≥ 5 t ≥ 6 t ≥ 7 

Probe pair analysis    

 TP       24       24       21 

 FN         8         8       11 

 TN     365     367     369 

 FP         5         3         1 

 TPR         0.83         0.89         0.95 

 DR         0.75         0.75         0.66 

Probe set analysis    

 TP         7         7         6 

 FN         0         0         1 

 TN       19       19       19 

 FP         0         0         0 

 TPR         1.00         1.00         1.00 

 DR         1.00         1.00         0.86 
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Table 3.2 GeSNP performance, human vs. chimpanzee.  

TP, true positive; FN, false negative; TN, true negative; FP, false positive; TPR, true 

positive rate (the positive predictive value), [TP/(TP+FP)]; DR, detection rate (the 

sensitivity), [TP/(TP+FN)]. 

 

 

  t ≥ 5 t ≥ 6 t ≥ 7 

Probe pair analysis    

TP     54     42     36 

FN     44     56     62 

TN   395   414   422 

FP     36     17       9 

TPR       0.60       0.71       0.80 

DR       0.55       0.43       0.37 

Probe set analysis    

TP     19     16     16 

FN       4       8       9 

TN       8     10     10 

FP       6       3       2 

TPR       0.76       0.84       0.89 

DR       0.83       0.67       0.64 
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Table 3.3 SAMP10 vs. SAMR1 performance, GeSNP vs. Ronald et al (2005).  

TP, true positive; FN, false negative; TN, true negative; FP, false positive; TPR, true 

positive rate (the positive predictive value), [TP/(TP+FP)]; DR, detection rate (the 

sensitivity), [TP/(TP+FN)]; *, significantly different using a chi-square test. 

 

 

  GeSNP Ronald et al (2005) 

  t ≥ 5 t ≥ 6 t ≥ 7 t ≥ 5 t ≥ 6* t ≥ 7* 

Probe pair analysis       

 TP   21   21   20   10     8     8 

 FN     8     8     9   11   13   13 

 TN 377 387 388 314 315 320 

 FP   12     2     1   12   11     6 

 TPR     0.75     0.91     0.95     0.45     0.42     0.57 

 DR     0.72     0.72     0.69     0.48     0.38     0.38 

Probe set analysis       

 TP     7     7     7     6     5     5 

 FN     1     1     1     2     2     2 

 TN   18   19   19   18   18   18 

 FP     1     0     0     1     2     2 

 TPR     0.88     1.00     1.00     0.86     0.71     0.71 

 DR     0.88     0.88     0.88     0.75     0.71     0.71 
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An altered Fgf1 in a mouse model of accelerated neurological aging  
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ABSTRACT 

The accelerated aging mouse model, SAMP10 (S10), expresses exclusively 

an alternative splice form of fibroblast growth factor 1 (Fgf1) in neuronal and non-

neuronal tissues.  This splice variant creates a protein of 95 amino acids with a C-

terminal truncation that eliminates most of the heparin-binding domain, potentially 

affecting its ability to activate Fgf receptors.  Further sequencing of the S10 Fgf1 

gene revealed no mutations in the 5’ or 3’ consensus splice site sequences but did 

reveal a SNP in exon 2 that may alter binding at a putative exonic splicing enhancer.  

The S10 isoform should not be subject to nonsense-mediated decay, yet Western 

blot results were intriguing but inconclusive.  Whereas most antibodies detected no 

Fgf1 protein in S10, one antibody recovered a robustly expressed S10 truncated 

form.  However, this antibody also detected the truncated Fgf1 at low levels in other 

strains in addition to the full-length protein, indicating that this isoform may be a 

minor splice variant in normal mice.  Although the C-terminus of Fgf1 eliminated in 

S10 may also be involved in its non-classical export, possibly preventing its exit 

from the cell, strong evidence supports a largely intracrine function for Fgf1.  

Considering the S10 cortical phenotype of severe neuronal loss with age, that 

caspase 9 is upregulated in the hippocampus of S10 mice, and that the Fgf1 

knockout mouse does not show any pathological phenotype, it appears that the 

altered S10 Fgf1 splice form is not merely a loss of function mutation.  Interestingly, 

the Fgf2 null and the Fgf1/Fgf2 double knockout mice share phenotypes with S10 of 

compromised wound healing and severe loss of cortical pyramidal neurons.  In 
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addition, several truncated forms of Fgfs have been previously shown to act as 

antagonists.  To determine whether the mutant Fgf1 was interfering with the effects 

of other Fgfs in a dominant negative manner, we transiently transfected Fgf2 and the 

S10 mutant Fgf1 into primary mouse embryonic fibroblasts.  Proliferation assays 

showed that the mutant S10 Fgf1 can indeed interfere with the mitogenic effects of 

Fgf2 in vitro.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Fibroblast growth factors and their importance in neurological disease 

Mammalian fibroblast growth factors (Fgfs) comprise a family of at least 22 

structurally related polypeptides (Fgf1-14, Fgf16-23 in humans) and are mediators 

of many diverse biological processes, such as mesoderm induction, neurogenesis, 

angiogenesis, wound healing and tumorigenesis (Ornitz and Itoh, 2001; Qiao et al, 

2001).  Although as many as ten Fgfs have been found in the adult brain, Fgf1 and 

Fgf2 are the most ubiquitously expressed, and their roles in the adult nervous system 

have been thoroughly studied (Li et al, 2008).  In neural tissues, Fgf1 is 

predominantly expressed in neurons, whereas Fgf2 is expressed more highly in glial 

cells than in neurons.  Both have been attributed roles in neuronal survival, 

neuroprotection, neural repair, neurite outgrowth, synaptic plasticity, and learning 

and memory (Calamandrei and Alleva, 1995; Eckenstein, 1994; Everall et al, 2001; 

Guo and Mattson, 2000; Hashimoto et al, 2002; Russell et al, 2006; Thorns and 

Masliah, 1999).  Fgf2 also plays additional roles in neurogenesis and 
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neuroregeneration (Patel and McNamara, 1995).  Fgf1 and Fgf2 are co-expressed in 

many areas of the adult brain and bind to the same Fgf receptors (Fgfrs), with Fgf1 

having equal to greater affinity than Fgf2 (Reuss and von Bohlen und Halbach, 

2003). 

Because of the importance of Fgf1 and Fgf2 in neuronal protection and 

survival, it is not too surprising that a promoter polymorphism was identified in FGF1 

that increases the risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Yamagata et al, 

2004).  AD patients have also demonstrated lower levels of FGF1 in neurons of the 

entorhinal cortex, which are particularly vulnerable to cell death in AD (Thorns et al, 

2001; Thorns and Masliah, 1999).  The S10 mice expressing only an alternative splice 

variant of Fgf1 show severe neuronal loss and experience behavioral depression with 

age (Miyamoto, 1997; Shimada et al, 1992).  Interestingly, several studies have linked 

dysregulation of the FGF system to major depression.  FGF1, FGF2 and other FGFs 

and FGFRs show decreased expression in the living and post-mortem brains of 

individuals with major depressive disorder (Evans et al, 2004; Sibille et al, 2004; 

Tochigi et al, 2008; Turner et al, 2006).  The altered FGF expression in severe 

depression has been shown to return toward baseline once these patients begin taking 

antidepressants (Altar et al, 2008; Evans et al, 2004; Turner et al, 2008).  In turn, 

administering Fgf2 to rats improved their depressive behavior (Altar et al, 2008; 

Evans et al, 2004; Turner et al, 2008).  

 

The non-classical secretion and life cycle of Fgf1 
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Unlike most secreted proteins, Fgf1 lacks a conventional secretory sequence 

and gains access to the extracellular compartment independently of the endoplasmic 

reticulum-Golgi apparatus (Prudovsky et al, 2008).  Fgf1 is released from cells in 

response to stresses, such as heat shock, hypoxia and serum starvation, via an increase 

in phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt intracellular signaling and not due to a 

loss in cell membrane integrity as was previously thought (Di Serio et al, 2008; 

Prudovsky et al, 2008; Shin et al, 1996).  Recently, Fgf1 was shown to increase 

expression and release with activation of the coagulation factor II (thrombin) receptor 

(F2r, formerly Par1), with inhibition of the notch signaling pathway and with calcium-

induced calcium-release coupled to N-type calcium channel activity (Duarte et al, 

2008; Duarte et al, 2006; Matsunaga and Ueda, 2006; Small et al, 2003).  Inside the 

cell, the translated Fgf1 proteins form a disulfide-linked homodimer that assembles 

into a multiprotein complex with a calcium binding protein S100A13 homodimer, the 

40 kDa (p40) form of docking protein synaptotagmin 1 (Syt1), and the copper-binding 

protein sphingosine kinase 1, along with copper and calcium ions (Prudovsky et al, 

2002; Prudovsky et al, 2008; Sivaraja et al, 2006; Soldi et al, 2007; Tarantini et al, 

1995; Tarantini et al, 1998).  A lack of any of these components appears to prevent the 

non-classical secretion of Fgf1. Some studies have also shown that lysines 114, 115, 

126 and 127 of the C-terminus of Fgf1 are necessary for binding and destabilizing the 

phospholipids, one of the interactions potentially required for export from the cell 

(Graziani et al, 2006).  Recent studies have shed light on the potential mechanism 

allowing the physical exit of the multiprotein complex from the cell.  Prudovsky and 
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others propose that the complex assembles at the cell membrane’s inner leaflet and 

binds annexin A2 and phospholipids, specifically phosphatidylserines (Kathir et al, 

2007; Prudovsky et al, 2008).  By binding these components, it is hypothesized that 

the inner and outer membrane leaflets flip, releasing the complex.  Once outside the 

cell, extracellular enzymes reduce the disulfide bond of the Fgf1 homodimers 

separating them into bioactive monomers that are stored on the heparan sulfate of the 

extracellular matrix (perlecans).  

From this storage depot, Fgf1 is released as needed and interacts with both 

cell surface heparan sulfates (syndecans) and all subtypes of the Fgf receptors.  For 

efficient activation of the Fgfr tyrosine kinase signaling pathway to occur two Fgf-

Fgfr heterodimers must bind to each other via two bridging heparan sulfate 

proteoglycan molecules (Mohammadi et al, 2005; Plotnikov et al, 2000; 

Schlessinger et al, 2000).  The receptor complex must next undergo 

autophosphorylation in order to phosphorylate its targets, initiating further 

downstream signaling cascades (Wesche et al, 2005).  In addition to activating its 

signaling cascade, phosphorylation of Fgfr1 at Ser777 by PI3K causes 

internalization of the Fgf1:Fgfr1 complex (Klingenberg et al, 2000; Sorensen et al, 

2008).  Once internalized, Fgf1 is released from its receptor and translocates from 

the endosome into the cytosol with the assistance of hsp90 in an ATP-dependent 

process requiring a vesicular electrical membrane potential (Malecki et al, 2002; 

Wesche et al, 2006).  Fgf1 contains two nuclear localization sequences (NLSs) 

where it can complex with importin and be transported to the nucleus (Imamura et 
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al, 1990; Lin et al, 1996; Wesche et al, 2005).  Here, it can be phosphorylated by 

protein kinase C δ (Pkcδ) which allows the nuclear export sequence (NES) of Fgf1 

to bind exportin-1 and Ran-GTP and leave the nucleus (Nilsen et al, 2007).  

Although it is believed that the phosphorylated Fgf1 is then degraded, the 

unphosphorylated Fgf1 remains in the nucleus and stimulates DNA synthesis and 

transcription (Imamura et al, 1990).  Recently, several studies have challenged the 

importance of the typical signaling cascades compared to Fgf1’s intracellular role in 

promoting differentiation, proliferation and other cellular events. 

 

Signaling and function of Fgf1 and its intracrine pathway  

Although the autocrine and paracrine functions of Fgf1 signaling through the 

Fgfrs have been recognized for a long time, several studies have pointed to the 

importance of an intracrine pathway.  Fgf1 is found at high levels inside the cell and 

has several intracellular interacting partners not implicated in its export, including 

mortalin, Fgf1 intracellular binding protein, protein kinase CK2 and ribosome 

binding protein p34 (Kolpakova et al, 1998; Mizukoshi et al, 1999; Nilsen et al, 

2007; Shi et al, 1997; Skjerpen et al, 2002a; Skjerpen et al, 2002b).  Different cell 

types arrested by either contact inhibition or serum deprivation express more Fgf1 

transcripts and protein than exponentially growing cells.  Inhibiting its expression or 

nuclear translocation leads to cell death, implying that endogenous Fgf1 does not 

play a mitogenic but a survival role in these conditions (Mizukoshi et al, 1999).  

More specifically, Bouleau and colleagues found that endogenously expressed Fgf1, 
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that is not released extracellularly, protects neuronal cells from Trp53-dependent 

apoptosis (decreasing Trp53’s stability, nuclear translocation and transactivation 

activities) and partially inhibits Trp53-dependent growth arrest (Bouleau et al, 2005; 

Bouleau et al, 2007).  They also found that exogenous Fgf1 with heparin does not 

induce the secretion of other survival factors and has no effect on Trp53-dependent 

apoptosis (Bouleau et al, 2005).  It has also been shown that exogenous Fgf2’s 

capacity to prevent retinal pigment epithelial cell apoptosis is due to its stimulating 

the transcription of endogenous Fgf1 (Guillonneau et al, 1997).  Indeed, antisense 

inhibition of endogenous Fgf2 causes growth suppression in glioma cells but itself 

does not lead to apoptosis (Aoki et al, 2002).  Although some of these results 

suggest that the survival and mitogenic signals of Fgf1 could be distinct pathways, 

other studies have found that even the mitogenic activity of Fgf1 required its 

translocation to the nucleus and was not dependent on tyrosine kinase signaling 

(Grieb and Burgess, 2000; Imamura et al, 1990; Lin et al, 1996; Mori et al, 2008).   

The regulatory mechanism of apoptosis involves activation of a class of 

cysteine proteases known as caspases, proenzymes that once activated set off a 

cascade of programmed cell death.  “Initiator” caspases either directly or indirectly 

activate “effector” caspases which complete the apoptosis program (Bratton et al, 

2000).  Apoptosis generally proceeds via one of two pathways, either the extrinsic 

(death-receptor mediated) pathway which activates “initiator” caspase 8 or the 

intrinsic (stress-induced/mitochondrial-induced) caspase cascade which is kicked off 

by “initiator” caspase 9.  Recently, Fukushima and colleagues infected glioma cells 
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with a dominant negative Fgfr1 that contains an inactive kinase domain.  They 

observed apoptosis via the stress-induced activation of caspase 9 and the 

downregulation of Akt phosphorylation (Fukushima et al, 2008).  They concluded 

that apoptosis induced through the inhibition of endogenous Fgf signaling is 

dependent on caspase 9 (Fukushima et al, 2008).  As noted above, endogenous Fgf1 

signaling appears to be the key component in inhibiting apoptosis in many cell types.  

Using both microarray analysis and quantitative RT-PCR, we found that the S10 

mice, which express exclusively an alternatively spliced isoform of Fgf1 and 

experiences neuronal cell loss in areas where Fgf1 is most highly expressed, show 

increased hippocampal expression of caspase 9 compared to the control aging strain, 

possibly linking these two phenomena (Carter et al, 2005).  

 

Relevant mouse models with altered Fgf signaling 

The S10 mouse strain was recently shown to exclusively express an alternative 

splice variant of fibroblast growth factor 1 (Fgf1) which translates into a truncated 

protein of 95 amino acids, instead of the 155 amino acids of the full-length protein 

(Carter et al, 2005).  The missing C-terminus is important for the proper binding of 

heparins, and Fgf1 is dependent on heparin co-binding for structural stability and for 

full activation of its receptors (Imamura et al, 1995; Schlessinger et al, 2000).  Recent 

studies propose that the C-terminus may also be required for Fgf1’s nonclassical 

secretion, which might impact Fgf1’s autocrine and paracrine functions (Nickel, 2005; 

Prudovsky et al, 2008).  This mouse strain exhibits age-related behavioral and 
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pathological phenotypes, including impaired learning and memory behavior, 

behavioral depression, severe loss of neurons with age (with up to a 36% loss of large 

pyramidal neurons in the olfactory and frontal cortices), compromised wound healing, 

lower life-time incidence of cancer and an 18% decrease in median lifespan compared 

to the SR control mouse line (Carter et al, 2005; Miyamoto, 1997; Shimada et al, 

1994; Shimada et al, 1992; Takeda, 1999).  S10 mice also show a specific loss of 

hippocampal CA1 neurons with age (Miyazaki et al, 2003).  Outside of the nervous 

system, the kidney shows highest Fgf1 expression and is another site of severe 

pathology in S10.  Fgf1 is important for development of the ureteric bud and shows 

decreased expression in patients with diabetic nephropathy (Baelde et al, 2004; Qiao 

et al, 2001).  Takeda and colleagues analyzed S10 mice for numerous pathologies 

upon dying of natural causes (Takeda et al, 1997).  They found contracted kidney (a 

smaller kidney with a granular surface due to fibrosis) and degenerating renal tubules 

(vacuolar degeneration in proximal convoluted tubules) in 68.6% and 30.4% of cases 

respectively and believed the contracted kidney to be causal in a large proportion of 

deaths (Takeda et al, 1997).   

Whereas the adult Fgf1 knockout mouse appears to be grossly normal, the Fgf2 

knockout mouse and the Fgf1/Fgf2 double knockout mouse show altered organization 

and loss of neurons in the frontal motor cortex (specifically large pyramidal neurons 

neurons in deep cortical layers), compromised hematopoiesis, mild cardiovascular 

effects and impaired wound healing without any gross developmental abnormalities, 

which is similar to some phenotypes found in S10 (Cheng et al, 2002; Dono et al, 
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1998; Korada et al, 2002; Miller et al, 2000; Ortega et al, 1998; Raballo et al, 2000; 

Reuss et al, 2003; Schultz et al, 1999; Tobe et al, 1998; Yoshimura et al, 2001; 

Yoshimura et al, 2003; Zhou et al, 1998).  However, because these mice were not 

studied in detail behaviorally or pathologically for neurological impairment at elderly 

time-points, additional defects may be present in each line with age (personal 

communication with C. Basilico).  Because they are involved in the function of 

numerous Fgfs and other proteins, mutations in the Fgfrs and heparan sulfate 

proteoglycans (Hspgs) result in much more severe phenotypes, which makes parsing 

out Fgf1’s contribution to the phenotype difficult. 

 

Fgf regulation  

The extent of possible regulation for Fgf signaling is almost bewildering and 

makes interpreting the impact of specific genetic changes in this system somewhat 

difficult.  Fgf1 can bind all seven subtypes of Fgfrs with varying affinities, while the 

other 21 Fgfs bind the Fgfrs more specifically.  Activation of the tyrosine kinase 

receptors can trigger several different downstream signaling cascades (Ras/mitogen-

activated protein kinase, phospholipase Cγ/PKCδ and PI3K/Akt pathways) 

(Imamura et al, 1990).  In addition to the autocrine and paracrine activation of 

tyrosine kinase signaling, Fgf1 performs many intracrine functions (Bouleau et al, 

2005; Mizukoshi et al, 1999).  Importantly, alternative splicing among Fgfs and 

Fgfrs is very common.  The 120 kilobase Fgf1 gene contains four promoters leading 

to spatial and temporal tissue-specific expression of four 5’UTRs, and a few 
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alternatively spliced isoforms of Fgf1 and Fgf5 have been shown to act as 

antagonists (Chiu et al, 2001; Renaud et al, 1992) (Ozawa et al, 1998; Yu et al, 

1992).   

Heparans can act as Fgf cofactors to stimulate Fgfr activation or can 

sequester the Fgfs away from their receptors.  The sulfation pattern within the 

glycosaminoglycan chains, which are controlled by sulfotransferases and 

glycosylases, determines the heparan-Fgf interaction (Uchimura et al, 2006).  In 

addition to Fgfs and Hspgs, Fgfrs can bind other ligands, such as neural cell 

adhesion molecule, N-cadherin and L1 which can potentially act as partial 

agonists/antagonists of Fgf activity (Li et al, 2008).  In turn, both Fgfs and heparans 

possess many other cofactors whose levels of co-expression can alter Fgf signaling.  

Fgf1 must bind several proteins in order to exit the cell and has many intracellular 

binding partners (Hansen et al, 2008).  It can even bind and activate integrin αvβ3 

and can interact with wnt, notch and sprouty signaling pathways.  In addition, Fgf2 

can induce divergent signaling and pleiotrophic responses depending on 

concentration, and its two regularly expressed isoforms exhibit different functions 

(Delrieu et al, 1998; Estival et al, 1996; Garcia-Maya et al, 2006).  

 

RESULTS 

Additional S10 phenotypes that reflect Fgf1 dysfunction 

As stated above, S10 mice show impaired learning and memory behavior, 

behavioral depression, severe loss of large pyramidal neurons with age in the olfactory 
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and frontal cortices, loss of hippocampal CA1 neurons, compromised wound healing, 

lower life-time incidence of cancer, and contracted kidney, all phenotypes that 

correlate with tissues of high Fgf1 expression and in diseases with Fgf1 

downregulation.  Additional phenotypes were noticed when working with mouse 

embryonic fibroblasts derived from this mouse line.  In our 2005 paper, we had 

noticed that S10 mice show a significantly decreased average litter size compared to 

the SR control strain.  When extracting mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), S10 

females appeared to have larger litters in utero than at birth.  The in utero litters 

usually contained at least a few much smaller embryos that appeared to be either 

degenerating or at an earlier stage of development than the larger pups.  Overall S10 

females had an average number of 7.0 pups in utero, but if the visually 

smaller/degenerating pups were excluded, the size decreased to 4.4 pups per litter 

(very similar to the 4.6 pups/litter average for this mouse line).  This difference is 

significant at p = 0.04 using a 1-tailed Student’s t-test.  No significant differences were 

found for SR, Fgf1 wild-type and knockout, Fgf2 knockout and wild-type and 

Fgf1/Fgf2 knockout and wild-type.  Fgf signaling is important in placental 

development and maintenance and in embryonic development.  Fgfr1 is strongly 

expressed in placenta as are several Fgfs at different developmental stages (Zhong et 

al, 2006).  Fgf1 protein has been found in trophoblast, caruncular epithelium, 

caruncular stroma, stroma of chorionic villi and in fetal and maternal blood vessels 

(Pfarrer et al, 2006).  One possibility is that the altered Fgf1 splice form may be acting 

in a dominant negative manner that interferes with another Fgf (e.g., Fgf4), which may 
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explain why the Fgf1, Fgf2 and Fgf1/Fgf2 knockouts do not show the same phenotype 

as S10. 

In addition, cells expressing the mutant Fgf1 splice form appear to be more 

sensitive to stressful conditions than other cell lines.  For example, S10 and Fgf2 

knockout MEFs experience roughly double the cell death at freeze-thawing compared 

to all other MEFs.  In addition, a secreted version of the S10 Fgf1 isoform was 

retrovirally infected into 293T cells for selection under G418.  However, in the 

presence of G418, the cells expressing the S10 Fgf1 isoform did not grow better than 

uninfected 293Ts and grew much worse than cells expressing an empty vector, making 

selection problematic. 

 

Mutations in the S10 Fgf1 gene sequence may alter splice site selection 

Scientists were originally surprised, if not disappointed, to find that the 

human genome likely contains at most 30,000 genes, only a third more than the 

genome of the seemingly more primitive C. elegans (Lander et al, 2001; Venter et 

al, 2001).  The increased organismal complexity of vertebrates is now believed to 

come from variations in pre-mRNA splicing, where introns are removed and exons 

are joined to create the mature mRNA.  Alternative splicing, where different joining 

combinations occur, increases the coding capacity of the human genome allowing 

for the proteome complexity and hence phenotypic diversity seen in the human 

population (Wang et al, 2008).  A recent study revealed that alternative splicing is 

essentially universal in human multi-exon genes and that about 86% of all human 
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genes produce significant levels of two or more distinct mRNA isoforms (Wang et 

al, 2008).  A complex of proteins and small RNAs, referred to as the spliceosome, 

binds relatively conserved sequences of the pre-mRNA and provides the framework 

for splicing.  The regulation of splice site selection involves not only the sequence at 

the 5’ and 3’ ends of the exon and intron, but also sequences within the exon and 

intron.  In mice and humans, the minimum, but not sufficient, requirements for 

splicing include a fairly conserved 5’splice site (usually a 5’ intronic GT) and a 

much less conserved 3’splice site consisting of a branch site with a required 

adenosine placed in a specific context, a poly-pyrimidine tract (PPT) and typically a 

3’ intronic AG (Pagani and Baralle, 2004; Tazi et al, 2008).  In addition, 

ribonucleoprotein complexes bind sequences within the gene referred to as intronic 

splicing enhancers (ISE) or silencers (ISS) and exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs) or 

silencers (ESS) to either promote or inhibit the inclusion of an intron/exon in the 

mRNA.  Even a single deep intronic SNP can change the structural properties of the 

mRNA to favor the use of a normally unused cryptic splice site within the intron 

(Tazi et al, 2008).   

It is well-known that mutations directly altering the protein coding sequence 

may lead to disease.  Research in the last several years has brought to light that 

mutations altering splicing also cause disease, including many well-studied diseases 

like cystic fibrosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, high cholesterol, Hutchinson-

Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS) and myotonic dystrophy (Capell and Collins, 

2006; Tazi et al, 2008; Zhu et al, 2007).  In particular, some HGPS patients possess 
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a point mutation in exon eleven likely occurring in an exon splicing enhancer, which 

activates a cryptic splice site five nucleotides upstream and creates a truncated 

protein (called “progerin”).  Progerin then acts in a dominant negative manner to 

cause HGPS (Capell and Collins, 2006).  Researchers now estimate that roughly 

10% of the 80,000 mutations in the human gene mutation database affect splice sites 

(Tazi et al, 2008).   

In S10 mice, the only detectable Fgf1 splice variant in neuronal and non-

neuronal tissues is created by use of an alternative 3’ splice site.  S10, Samp8 (S8) and 

SR Fgf1 cDNA were sequenced and the sequence is illustrated in Fig. 4.1.  Within the 

coding region, S10 contains two sequence differences, the 15 nucleotide insertion 

between exons two and three and one SNP in exon two.  Once upstream of the 

canonical stop codon, many additional sequence differences are found in the 3’UTR of 

exon 3.  To determine if a mutation was contained within one of the requisite splice 

sites, 626 nucleotides of the intronic DNA at the 5’ and 3’ splice sites between exons 2 

and 3 were sequenced.  The short 5’ splice site contained no changes between strains, 

but within the 352 nucleotides sequenced, there were four SNPs.  Fig. 4.2 shows the 3’ 

splice site.  Subdomains are delineated for the normal mouse Fgf1 splice form (a), the 

mutant S10 splice form (b) and the corresponding sequence in humans (c).  Within the 

280 intronic nucleotides sequenced at the 3’ splice site, there were no sequence 

differences between normally spliced Fgf1 DNA and the S10 version in mouse.  The 

normal splice form contains a canonical AG at the intronic 3’ splice site, whereas the 

splice site in S10 that is 15 nucleotides upstream contains a GG.  Although GG is a 
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rare and noncanonical splice site, at least 33 3’ splice sites using GG have been found 

in humans, some of which are conserved between mammals (Hiller and Platzer, 2008).  

In general, the 3’ splice site is not strictly conserved, the PPT itself is fairly degenerate 

and binding to the spliceosome machinery is less specific than at the 5’ splice site 

(Sheth et al, 2006).  The length of the PPT between the splice site and the branch point 

influences splice site selection, with shorter sequences being preferred by spliceosome 

components and by a group of ESEs referred to as serine and arginine-rich (SR) 

proteins.  In the normal mouse Fgf1 splice form, the branch point is 46 nucleotides 

away from its splice site whereas the S10 form is only 31 nucleotides away.  In 

comparing the 3’ splice site of the mouse sequence to human (Fig. 4.2C), the human 

shows a 14 nucleotide shorter PPT between the branching point and the start of exon 3 

than the normal mouse Fgf1 splice variant but shows a similar size to the S10 mutant 

splice form.   

Although consensus sequences are not yet known for most proteins binding 

ESE, ESS, ISE and ISS sites, because SNPs closest to the intron-exon boundary more 

often affect splicing, we investigated the synonymous SNP located in exon 2 (see Fig. 

4.1).  Using the online tool, ESEfinder, we found that the consensus ESE sequence for 

SRp55 matches the sequence altered by the T to C transition (TGCGGG → 

CGCGGG) (Cartegni et al, 2002; Cartegni et al, 2003; Liu et al, 1998; Smith et al, 

2006).  SRp55 would bind the S10 sequence with lower affinity, and it is possible that 

in combination with the shorter PPT, the new splice site can out-compete the 

canonical one.  However, because many of the conserved splicing sequences are fairly 
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degenerate, without functional experimentation it is impossible to know whether these 

factors contribute to the altered splicing.  The cause could as likely be a structural 

change in the mRNA caused by intronic SNPs (especially considering that 4301 

nucleotides of the 4927 nucleotide intron have not yet been sequenced).  An intriguing 

possibility is that since SR protein binding can be regulated by reversible 

phosphorylation, such as by glycogen synthase kinase 3 which is a downstream target 

of Fgf1 signaling, this aberrant splice form of Fgf1 in S10 could potentially be 

expressed in normal mice as a way to dampen the Fgf1 signal (Pagani and Baralle, 

2004).    

Theoretically, the altered Fgf1 transcript in S10, although containing an early 

stop codon, should not be degraded by nonsense-mediated decay.  In mammals, 

nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) occurs when an exon-exon junction is present 

more than 50 nucleotides downstream of the nonsense codon.  Because the aberrant 

splicing in S10 alters the start of the third and final exon, there should be no 

downstream exon junctions and hence no NMD (Hiller and Platzer, 2008).   

 

Identification of the protein isoform 

To determine if the altered S10 Fgf1 acts as a knockout or as a potential 

dominant negative, we attempted to identify the protein isoform.  As the altered Fgf1 

protein in S10 is predicted to be stable in solution (according to the ExPASy 

proteomics toolbox, http://ca.expasy.org) and should theoretically not experience 

nonsense-mediated decay, the altered protein may be visible on a Western blot using 
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readily available Fgf1 antibodies.  As expected, antibodies generated against the 

missing C-terminus did not detect an Fgf1 band in S10 (Carter et al, 2005).  Western 

blots using antibodies against the bovine and the full-length human recombinant 

protein provided mixed results.  A few antibodies detected no Fgf1 band in S10 (see 

Fig. 4.3A), but a polyclonal antibody from Novus bound a band of the appropriate size 

in S10 in both cytosolic and particulate cell fractions (see Fig. 4.3B).  However, all 

other strains also possessed this band, raising the possibility that all mice may express 

this splice form at low levels.  As the lot of this particular antibody ran out, we were 

unable to rerun the blots using an Fgf1 knockout control in order to eliminate the 

possibility of a contaminating band.  In order to identify a truncated Fgf1 isoform 

missing the second exon, Yu and colleagues had to create their own antibody as 

commercially available antibodies did not detect it (Yu et al, 1992).  In another 

attempt to determine if the mutant splice form might be expressed at low levels in 

other mouse strains, we performed PCR using primers containing the 15 nucleotide 

insertion, which should only efficiently amplify an Fgf1 cDNA with the insertion.  

Although the mutant Fgf1 amplified well in S10 cortex and kidney samples, it was not 

convincingly amplified in other strains.  

 

Co-expression of the S10 Fgf1 isoform with Fgf2 inhibits growth in vitro 

Because truncated versions of Fgfs have been shown to act as antagonists, we 

investigated the effects of the altered S10 Fgf1 on the function of Fgf2 (Ozawa et al, 

1998; Yu et al, 1992).  Mammalian vectors expressing these proteins in addition to 
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IRES-linked fluorescent proteins were generated (GFP for S10 Fgf1 and mCherry-

RFP for Fgf2).  Fgf2 wild-type and knockout primary MEFs were transiently 

transfected with control vectors expressing only fluorescent tags or with expression 

vectors expressing the altered S10 Fgf1, normal Fgf2 or both plasmids.  Although the 

best transfection efficiency was achieved with calcium phosphate, only approximately 

30%-40% of the primary MEFs visibly expressed the co-expressed fluorescent 

proteins.  Nevertheless, with co-transfection of the mutant S10 Fgf1 with Fgf2, we 

observed a lower proliferation rate than in Fgf2 transfection alone in both Fgf2 wild-

type (p < 0.10) and knockout cells (p < 0.25) (see Fig. 4.4A and 4.4B).  Additional 

experiments supported this trend.  In addition, the S10 Fgf1 with GFP expressing cells 

proliferated significantly less than the cells expressing GFP alone (p < 0.0005 for 

knockout and p < 0.025 for wild-type cells).  Fittingly, Fgf2 with mCherry expressing 

cells proliferated significantly more than MEFs expressing mCherry alone (p < 0.001 

for knockout and p < 0.005 for wild-type cells).  The proliferation assays showed that 

the mutant Fgf1 can indeed hinder the proliferative effects of Fgf2 in vitro.  

 

DISCUSSION 

We had previously determined that the accelerated aging mouse strain, S10, 

expresses exclusively an alternative splice variant of fibroblast growth factor 1 

(Fgf1) in neuronal and non-neuronal tissues.  Further sequencing of the Fgf1 DNA 

and cDNA revealed the presence of a mutation in a putative exonic splicing 

enhancer element and additional intronic SNPs that may be causal in the alternative 
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splicing in S10.  S10 mice show numerous phenotypes in tissues with high Fgf1 

expression that reflect disrupted Fgf system function that worsens with age, 

including impaired learning and memory behavior, behavioral depression, severe 

loss of large pyramidal neurons in the olfactory and frontal cortices, loss of 

hippocampal CA1 neurons, compromised wound healing, and contracted kidney.  In 

addition, we noticed that S10 mice lose embryos late in gestation, and the 

importance of Fgfs in placental and embryonic development may explain their 

reduced litter sizes.   

The Fgf1 protein in S10 is predicted to be stable and should avoid nonsense 

mediated decay.  Missing the 60 amino acids at the C-terminus may prevent Fgf1 

from activating its receptors and may even prevent its non-classical export from the 

cell.  Increasing evidence shows that Fgf1 executes most of its functions in an 

intracrine manner to induce DNA synthesis and transcription.  Fgf1 specifically 

interacts with the p53 pathway by decreasing p53’s stability and its nuclear 

translocation and transactivation activities.  Recent studies have shown that 

apoptosis can be induced through the inhibition of endogenous Fgf signaling and 

proceeds by increasing expression and activation of caspase 9, a gene that is 

upregulated in the hippocampus of S10 mice.   

A few Western blots performed to identify the S10 Fgf1 isoform detected an 

appropriately sized ~10.5 kD protein and further suggested the possibility of this 

splice variant being present at lower levels in other mouse strains.  It is interesting to 

posit that this altered Fgf1 isoform may be normally expressed at low levels and serve 
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to dampen and provide negative feedback for the Fgf system.  Alternatively spliced, 

truncated forms of Fgf1 and Fgf5 have been previously shown to act as antagonists.  

Because the Fgf1 knockout mouse does not show any pathological phenotype and 

because the Fgf2 null and the Fgf1/Fgf2 double knockout mice share phenotypes with 

S10, the S10 Fgf1 splice form is likely interfering with the functions any co-expressed 

Fgfs.  To determine whether the mutant S10 Fgf1 was interfering with the effects of 

other Fgfs in a dominant negative manner, we transiently co-transfected Fgf2 and the 

S10 mutant Fgf1 into primary MEFs.  Using cell proliferation as our measure, we 

showed subtle but distinct antagonistic effects of the S10 Fgf1 isoform.  Further 

studies must be done to determine the extent and significance of these results.  

Additional experiments in the Fgf1 knockout, Fgf2 knockout, Fgf1/Fgf2 knockout and 

the S10 mouse lines may help us parse out the contribution of a loss of function of 

Fgf1 from the loss of function of Fgf2 and other Fgfs in the aging brain.  

 Fgf1 and Fgf2 have been attributed roles in neuroprotection and neuronal 

survival, and it is possible that increasing their expression in certain areas of the brain 

may improve cognitive function in aging adults and patients suffering from 

neurodegenerative diseases.  Crosstalk between apoptosis and survival factor signaling 

is important in determining cell life or death.  Although the S10 mice suffer from 

neurodegeneration, they also show a lower life-time incidence of cancer, emphasizing 

that potential therapies for treating neurodegeneration or cancer, such as using splice-

switching oligonucleotides, must be specifically targeted.  The better we understand 
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the milieu of a gene’s transcriptome, the better we will be able to manipulate its 

function in vivo.  

 

METHODS 

Animal handling 

All animal procedures were performed according to protocols approved by The 

Salk Institute for Biological Studies Animal Care and Use Committee.  The 

senescence-accelerated mouse (SAM) lines, SAMP10 and SAMR1, were obtained 

from Harlan.  They were developed at Kyoto University from a colony of outcrossed 

AKR/J mice that were selectively bred based on senescence, life span and pathologic 

phenotypes (Hosokawa et al, 1984; Takeda, 1999; Takeda et al, 1997).  Fgf1
Tm1Bas

 

knockout mice were provided by Wallace McKeehan of Texas A&M University and 

were rederived upon arrival with C57BL/6J females. Fgf2
tm1Doe/J

 mice were obtained 

from the Jackson Laboratories.  They were albino and did not breed well.  Since this 

strain was maintained by the original laboratory on an outbred background of Black 

Swiss X 129, we crossed a male Fgf2
tm1Doe/J

 knockout offspring to 129/SvevTac 

females from Taconic to rescue the colony.  These mice were the founders for the 

colony analyzed in these experiments.  The Fgf1/Fgf2 knockout line was created by 

crossing Fgf1
Tm1Bas

 with Fgf2
tm1Doe/J

x129.  Animals were maintained in B cages under 

standard 12 hour light-dark cycles (lights on 6:00 AM - 6:00 PM) with food and water 

provided ad libitum. 
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Mouse embryonic fibroblasts 

Mice were mated to achieve litters of one homogeneous genotype (all pups in a 

litter either all heterozygous, all wild-type or all knockout).  S10, SR, Fgf1 wild-type, 

heterozygous and knockout, Fgf2 wild-type, heterozygous and knockout and 

Fgf1/Fgf2 knockout and wild-type MEFs were derived.  At embryonic day E13-14 the 

embryos were harvested, using 2-3 embryos per 15 centimeter plate in standard MEF 

media (10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine solution, 1X nonessential amino acids, 1X 

penicillin-streptomycin solution in DMEM).  Cells were grown in a humidified 5% 

CO2, 37°C incubator.  Genotypes of mothers and MEF embryos were confirmed.  

When plates reached 80% confluency (usually around three to four days), they were 

split 1:3 or 1:4.  Once 80% confluency was reached a second time (in another three to 

four days), all plates were frozen down in 10% DMSO and 20% FBS in DMEM.  

Cells were carefully thawed and resuspended in fresh MEF media with 10% FBS.  

Whereas all other lines were plated on 15 centimeter plates, S10 and Fgf2 knockout 

MEFs were plated in 10 centimeter plates to enhance their survival at thawing.  Upon 

80% confluency, the plates were split to obtain the desired number of cells for the 

experiment, keeping the different cell types at the same passage number.   

 

Plasmids and Retroviruses 

Total RNA from snap-frozen cortex was prepared using Trizol (Gibco/BRL) 

following the manufacturer’s recommended protocol.  Standard protocols were used 

for the generation of cDNA from RNA.  Primers were designed to amplify the coding 
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sequences of Fgf1 and Fgf2 in control SR mice and the truncated Fgf1 in S10 mice 

and to introduce SfiI and PmeI sites flanking the genes.  Standard PCR reactions were 

performed and then the Topo 2.1 vector was used for Topo TA cloning of PCR 

products.  Plasmids were transformed into Dh10α cells.  These plasmids were then 

subcloned into the mammalian expression vector, CAG-GIG (a gift from F.H. Gage 

and C. Zhao, Salk Institute of Biological Studies), a Moloney murine leukemia 

replication incompetent retroviral vector on the backbone of pCLNCXv.2, in which 

the expression of the transgene is driven by the compound promoter CAG, containing 

the CMV enhancer/chicken β-actin promoter and a large synthetic intron.  This vector 

also contains the woodchuck
 
hepatitis virus posttranscriptional element, which 

reportedly
 
increases protein production by stabilizing the transcript.  The GIG portion 

of the vector corresponds to a GFP flanked by SfiI (using GCCTC at the varying 

nucleotides) and PmeI sites followed by an IRES2-EGFP and serves as the control 

vector line.  Our genes of interest were swapped with the GFP flanked by SfiI and 

PmeI sites.  Retroviruses for these vectors were prepared with pCMV-VSVG and 

pCMV-GAG-POL using human embryonic
 
kidney 293T cells as the packaging cell 

line and collected through ultra-speed
 
centrifugation.  Virus-containing supernatant 

was collected and used to infect fresh 293T cells and NR6R-3T3 cells (a gift from A. 

Rizzino, University of Nebraska) (Rizzino and Ruff, 1986).  In addition, Fgf1, Fgf2 

and S10 Fgf1 were PCR amplified, cloned into Topo 2.1, excised with EcoRI and 

inserted into pCMV-IRES2-mCherry (a gift from Jian Xu, Salk Institute for Biological 

Studies; and the mRFP protein mCherry sequence was a gift from R.Y. Tsien, 
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University of California, San Diego to Jian Xu).  This vector is based on a Clontech 

mammalian expression vector backbone with a CMV promoter.  Both the GFP and 

mCherry expression vectors were used to transiently transfect primary Fgf2 wild-type 

and knockout MEFs using the calcium phosphate technique with 500 ng of total 

plasmid DNA per well.   

 

Western blot analysis 

Snap-frozen neocortex and whole brain samples for S10, SR, Fgf1 

overexpressing transgenic (a gift from E. Masliah, UCSD) and Fgf1 heterozygous 

mice were homogenized and separated into cytosolic and particulate fractions.  Each 

lane on the Western blots shows a sample from an independent mouse.  25 ug of the 

cytosolic or particulate fraction was denatured with SDS loading buffer buffer at 70°C 

for 10 min, loaded onto a Novex 12% Bis-Tris-SDS PAGE gel, run out in MES-SDS 

running buffer (Invitrogen), blotted onto PVDF, blocked, and incubated overnight 

with a rabbit polyclonal anti-Fgf1 antibody either made against bovine Fgf1 (Sigma 

F5521 at 1:500; Fig. 4.3A) or against ~full length E. coli recombinant human Fgf1 

(Novus Biologicals-Abcam ab9588, 1:1000; Fig. 4.3B).  A secondary horseradish 

peroxidase-conjugate goat anti-rabbit IgG antibody (1:20,000) and ECL Plus kit 

(Amersham Biosciences) were used to visualize the bands.  Cleaner blots were 

obtained by fractionating the proteins into their cytosolic and particulate components, 

with the Fgf1 bands showing up in both fractions but cleaner in the cytosolic portion.  
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Proliferation studies 

On 24-well Costar corning plates, 10,000 Fgf2 wild-type or Fgf2 knockout 

MEFs per well were plated in standard MEF media with 10% FBS using Trypan blue 

staining to more accurately determine cell count.  Wells containing media only were 

included as a control to subtract background media absorbance.  Each condition 

consisted of at least three wells.  A baseline plate was read 24 hours after plating (day 

1) to ensure accurate cell counting and plating (with no significant differences 

between conditions).  On day 1, remaining plates were transfected using calcium 

phosphate for GFP alone, RFP alone, S10 Fgf1 with GFP, Fgf2 with RFP and both 

S10 Fgf1 and Fgf2 together with their respective fluorescent proteins.  After 6 hours, 

the calcium phosphate was removed and the media was replaced with regular MEF 

media with 2% FBS and 10 ug/mL heparin (Sigma, H-6279).  Incubation periods of 5 

and 7 days were examined, and the media was changed on day 4.  After the cells had 

grown for the specified incubation period, the CellTiter 96 Aqueous Non-radioactive 

Cell Proliferation Assay (Promega) was used to quantitate proliferation according to 

manufacturer’s instructions using a 3 hour incubation period and stopping the reaction 

with 10% SDS.  The Perkin-Elmer HTS7000 Plus fluorescence microplate reader was 

used to measure absorbance at 492 nm, courtesy of the Salk Institute Center for 

Cytometry and Molecular Imaging core facility.  The media-only wells were averaged 

and subtracted from the cell-containing wells to obtain background subtracted 

absorbance. 
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Fig. 4.1   Fgf1 S10 cDNA sequence 

The Fgf1 cDNA sequence generated via RT-PCR from RNA samples of the hippocampus, 

neocortex and kidney of several individual S10 animals is shown above. Alternating bold 

and normal text indicates exon-exon boundaries (pre-exon 1, exon1, exon2 and exon3).  

SR and S8 tissue samples were also sequenced as controls.  The gray nucleotides on the 

first line were not sequenced, and hence the reference sequence (RefSeq) is shown here.  

S10-specific SNPs are highlighted yellow, and aqua indicates insertions or deletions in 

S10 relative to the RefSeq, S8 and SR. The one pink highlight indicates a SAM-specific 

SNP (present in S10, S8 and SR compared to the C57BL/6J RefSeq as of Nov. 2008).  

Green indicates the start site for the protein sequence, and red indicates the stop site 

located in the S10 insert and the usual termination further 3’.  The SNP in exon 2 is a T to 

C conversion resulting in a conserved serine.  The 15 nucleotide insertion between exons 2 

and 3 is further indicated with capital letters. 
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Fig. 4.2   DNA sequence for the Fgf1 intron 2-exon 3 acceptor site 

The DNA sequence spanning the branch point in the 3’ end of intron 2 to the early 5’ 

sequence of exon 3 is shown. Upper-case letters refer to nucleotides that remain in the 

mature mRNA. Consensus sites are highlighted.  Aqua highlights the consensus branch 

point sequence, YNYYRAY (Y=c or t; N=a,g,c or t; and R= a or g), where the arrow 

indicates the required branch point adenosine.  Pink indicates the required poly-pyrimidine 

tract (a nonspecific tract of Cs and Ts).  The green highlights the 3’ consensus splice site, 

yagG.  a) The wildtype sequence of C57BL/6J from the online mouse genome is 

illustrated.  Gray indicates instances that do not follow the consensus sequence.  b) The 

sequence in S10, which contains no sequence differences here from wild-type, illustrates 

how the domains are altered when the splice site is shifted left, creating a new exon 3 start 

site.  The 15 nucleotide sequence splice insert of S10 is underlined and bold.  c) The 

human genome online sequence is shown.  Yellow indicates sequence differences between 

human and mouse (ignoring C/T differences in the poly-pyrimidine tract).  The two 

differences in the branchpoint between mouse and human still follow the consensus 

sequence.  Also, the 15 nucleotides upstream of exon 3 contain two sequence differences 

between mouse and human. Interestingly, the distance between the branch point and the 

exon 3 start site in S10 is more similar to the human sequence.  
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Fig. 4.3   Western blots with antibodies against full-length Fgf1 

A) Western blot using polyclonal antibody against bovine Fgf1 from Sigma.  The 

cytosolic protein fraction of three independent neocortex samples from SR and S10 mice 

are shown.  The SR samples show the normal 17.4 kD band of Fgf1.  B) Western blot 

using polyclonal antibody against human recombinant Fgf1 from Novus.  25 ug of the 

particulate fraction of SR neocortex, Fgf1 overexpressing transgenic brain (gift of E. 

Masliah), Fgf1 heterozygous mouse brain and S10 neocortex are shown.  The upper band 

is the 17.4 kD normal Fgf1 protein and as expected is absent in S10.  The lower band is 

the appropriate size for the 10.5 kD S10 Fgf1 mutant.  Interestingly, this band shows up in 

all mouse strains but at lower levels than in S10.  The Fgf1 heterozygous mouse shows 

lower expression of both putative Fgf1 isoforms than the other mice.  

 

 

SAMR1       Fgf1Tg          Fgf1+/-       SAMP10 

      SAMR1 samples                 SAMP10 samples 

  #1         #2         #3          #1        #2         #3  

A 

B 
20 

 

15 
 

11 

20 
 

15 

11 
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Fig. 4.4   Cell proliferation in transiently transfected Fgf2 knockout and wild-type MEFs  

Background subtracted absorbance is shown on the y-axis, representing unitless 

Absorbance values.  The CellTiter 96 Aqueous Non-radioactive Cell Proliferation Assay 

(Promega) was used to measure cell count, based on absorbance of Formazan at 492 nm.  

On the x-axis, S10-GFP represents cells transfected with S10Fgf1-IRES2-GFP; Fgf2-RFP 

corresponds to cells transfected with Fgf2-IRES2-mCherry.  GFP is the original CAG-

GIG vector expressing two GFP transcripts.  RFP is the original CMV-pIRES-mCherry 

plasmid, expressing only one mCherry transcript.  S10 & Fgf2(1:1) represents cells 

transfected with both S10Fgf1-IRES2-GFP and Fgf2-IRES2-mCherry.  Average 

background absorbance values with standard deviations are shown for each category.   

A) Fgf2 wild-type MEFs on day 5 after plating (day 4 after transfection).  B) Fgf2 

knockout MEFs on day 5 after plating.  Co-transfections of the mutant S10 Fgf1 with Fgf2 

showed a lower proliferation rate than in Fgf2 transfection alone in both Fgf2 wild-type (p 

< 0.10) and knockout cells (p < 0.25).  In addition, the S10 Fgf1 with GFP expressing 

cells proliferated significantly less than the cells expressing GFP alone (p < 0.0005 for 

knockout and p < 0.025 for wild-type cells), and Fgf2 with mCherry expressing cells 

proliferated significantly more than MEFs expressing mCherry alone (p < 0.001 for 

knockout and p < 0.005 for wild-type cells).   
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DISCUSSION 

Progressive neurological dysfunction is a core aspect of human aging.  The 

work presented here explores the potential causes of accelerated neurological aging in 

two mouse strains exhibiting age-related neuropathological and neurobehavioral 

symptoms similar to humans.  Both mice and humans show a general trend of 

increased expression of many transcripts with age, such as stress-responsive genes, 

inflammatory genes, and metabolic genes, and a decrease in the expression of 

signaling and survival factors.  Although not addressed in this dissertation, it is 

interesting to speculate that with 94% of human genes generating more than one 

transcript, the impact of alternative splicing on the aging transcriptome may be 

immense.  While the ultimate manifestations in aging tissues may reflect stochastic 

events, there may be a handful of common mechanisms related to damage 

accumulation that potentially start the process off.  I believe that the most causative 

changes for aging are likely to precede the period of time with the biggest shift in 

survival for a population (the elbow of the survival curve).  There are also, as 

illustrated in the phenotypes of SAMP10 (S10) and SAMP8 (S8), several important 

pathways affecting cell survival and oxidative stress that serve to shift the aging 

process, and subsequently in these specific mouse strains, make their neurological 

aging more closely mimic that of humans with neurodegenerative diseases.   
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Physiological age vs. chronological age and the aging transcriptome 

To understand aging research, recognizing the distinction between 

physiological age and chronological age is of utmost importance.  This dissertation 

utilized two methods to gauge and understand physiological age, survival curve 

profiles and gene expression analysis.  Survival curves provide an objective 

framework that allows comparisons to be made between populations.  They help to 

discriminate between the physiological age (indicated by proportion surviving) and 

chronological age (time from birth) of a population.  At a time when we are still trying 

to understand the basics of aging and hope to determine aging markers, survival 

curves provide a foundation for interpreting any findings.  Because the genome of an 

organism remains relatively unchanged throughout life yet the transcriptome is 

dynamic, gene expression analyses in tissues of interest are critical.  Different genes 

are actively being turned on or off at various time points in the life of an organism, 

providing a picture that helps illustrate biological functioning.   

Because of monetary limitations, one weakness in Chapter 2 is that the gene 

expression analyses compared chronological age but not physiological age.  The 

animals were assayed at identical ages based on chronological time, which puts the 

strains at very different locations on their survival curves (e.g., 68 weeks corresponds 

to survival rates of 95% for SAMR1 (SR), 79% for S10 and 37% for S8).  The fact 

that SR mice showed the largest number of genes upregulated and S8 the least could 

merely reflect their large differences in physiological age.  Up-regulating a number of 

genes may be an event that occurs when organisms are at the 95% survival time-point 
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for their population (before or at the elbow of their survival curve), but then this 

response may naturally decrease at later survival proportions as other biochemical 

mechanisms or tissue deterioration counter this change.  In an attempt to address this 

issue, I performed quantitative RT-PCR on nine differentially expressed genes at 

multiple time-points across the SAM lifespans.  Fig. 5.1A illustrates the gene 

expression normalized to control gene cyclophilin for heat shock 70kD protein 5 

(Hspa5, also known as glucose-regulated protein, 78kD, and binding immunoglobulin 

protein).  Hspa5 is a stress-induced endoplasmic reticulum molecular chaperone (Nuss 

et al, 2008).  Fig 5.1B graphs the same expression data but as they relate to percent 

survival instead of chronological age.  Fig. 5.1A shows, at least in S10 and SR, 

although shifted in time, a transient upregulation followed by a return to normal or 

below normal levels.  If instead graphed according to percent survival as in Fig. 5.1B, 

we see that the patterns between the strains more closely overlap and that the changing 

expression of Hspa5 is likely a function of physiological age rather than chronological 

age.  Fig. 5.1 also emphasizes that looking at snapshots of gene expression at only two 

time-points can provide a misleading picture.  Since at least some gene expression 

differences will not follow the pattern of simply going up or down with age, several 

time-points throughout the lifespan should be assayed.  For example, although Hspa5 

was the only gene to show this biphasic pattern out of the nine genes investigated, I 

believe that many stress-responsive elements may follow the pattern of Hspa5, 

peaking just prior to the “onset of aging,” elbow of the survival curve.   
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Updating and tying together aspects of the gene expression data 

Although limited by our methods of analysis, we were still able to identify 

common gene expression changes with age.  Complement component 4 (C4) shows 

upregulation with age in the hippocampus of all strains in our study as well as in  

C57BL/6J neocortex and cerebellum and in several human brain tissues (Berchtold 

et al, 2008; Lee et al, 1999).  This gene was also analyzed at multiple time points 

using quantitative RT-PCR and showed a consistent increase in expression with age 

in all strains.  In humans, C4 contains antisense viral sequences within intron 9 such 

that higher expression, although potentially increasing inflammation, may also serve 

to neutralize expression of viral elements in the human genome (Mack et al, 2004; 

Schneider et al, 2001).  Both S8 and S10 showed lower C4 expression levels 

compared to SR at all ages.  Interestingly, upstream transcription factor 1 (Usf1) 

regulates C4 expression and is expressed at greater than 2-fold lower levels in S8 

and S10 compared to SR (Galibert et al, 1997).  Thus, even though its level 

increases with age, C4 may be expressed at lower levels in S8 and S10 compared to 

SR because Usf1 is more lowly expressed.  However, expression of Usf1 was not 

altered with age and thus another transcriptional regulator is altering C4 expression 

with age.  Usf1, a target of the stress-responsive p38 kinase, is also an interesting 

gene in that there are several SNPs associated with diabetes and hyperlipidemia, 

which are age-associated diseases. 

 Another gene that showed similar expression changes in all strains with age 

was BTB/POZ domain containing protein 3 (Btbd3).  At the time we published our 
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study in Genome Biology, very little was known about this gene.  In general, POZ 

domains from several zinc finger proteins mediate transcriptional repression.  Btbd3 

was downregulated in all strains with age (3.1-fold in SR, 2.6-fold in S10 and 1.5-fold 

in S8).  As removing transcriptional repression will lead to an increased number of 

upregulated genes, it is interesting that based on these fold-changes, SR would be 

predicted to show more upregulation than S10 and much more than S8, which mirrors 

our gene expression findings.  Although not investigated at multiple time-points, the 

comparative amounts of Btbd3 downregulation also mirror the physiological age 

(proportion surviving) of each mouse strain. 

Phosphatidylserine decarboxylase (Pisd), a mitochondrial protein that converts 

phosphatidylserine into phosphatidylethanolamine, is upregulated in the aging retina 

and hippocampus in all strains and is also upregulated in the brains of aging rats 

(Salvador et al, 2002).  In addition, a recent study showed that Pisd is upregulated 

with age in the neocortex of B6C3F1 mice and that this regulation is specifically due 

to SIRT1, a histone deacetylase that normally silences transcription but with age must 

instead switch to addressing DNA breaks (Oberdoerffer et al, 2008).  

Phosphatidylserine is also believed to be important in the non-classical export of Fgf1.  

If the amount of phosphatidylserine is decreased with age, the efficiency of this 

secretory process may also decrease.  Interestingly, phosphatidylserine, whether 

helpful or not, is a commonly used supplement to stave off neurological aging.  

Because of the identification and more increasingly confirmation of these genes as 
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markers of mammalian aging, I hope that further research will explore and explain 

their impact on the aging process. 

 

SUMMARY 

The focus of my dissertation has been to study and identify pathways that 

may mediate accelerated and normal neurological aging.  Scientific studies in 

animals from yeast to humans have attempted to identify the mechanisms underlying 

the aging process and have highlighted the importance of damage accumulation and 

the body’s decreasing ability to reverse these effects with age.  To study 

neurological aging in mammals, we investigated two “normal aging” control strains 

and two senescence-accelerated mouse strains, S8 and S10, that show an early onset 

of age-related neurobehavioral and neuropathological phenotypes.  Gene expression 

analyses revealed only a few common gene expression changes with age in all four 

lines.  The accelerated aging lines upregulated fewer genes with age, especially S8, 

and throughout their life showed higher expression of repetitive viral sequences and 

stress responsive heat shock proteins and lower levels of important transcription 

factors.  Specifically, the S8 strain demonstrated intense upregulation of several 

inflammatory genes likely to increase oxidative stress and enhance the rate of 

damage accumulation.  These genes are in a locus on chromosome 4 where a 

duplication event likely led to their overexpression and to the ectopic expression of a 

mutant ccl19.  On the other hand, the S10 mouse strain showed increased expression 
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of caspase 9, suggesting a higher basal level of stress-induced cell death, which 

could be due to a decreased neuroprotective capacity.   

In an attempt to detect sequence differences present within the gene 

expression data, we developed a web-based tool, GeSNP, which identified several 

genes containing mutations in the accelerated-aging strains.  Importantly, the S10 

strain contains a splicing mutation in the mRNA of Fgf1 in neuronal and non-

neuronal tissues.  Missing the 60 amino acids at the C-terminus may prevent Fgf1 

from binding heparin and activating its receptors and may even prevent its non-

classical export from the cell.  Increasing evidence shows that Fgf1 executes most of 

its functions in an intracrine manner without ever leaving the cell.  Fgf1 specifically 

interacts with the p53 pathway by decreasing p53’s stability and its nuclear 

translocation and transactivation activities.  Recent studies have shown that 

apoptosis can be induced through the inhibition of endogenous Fgf signalling and 

proceeds by increasing expression and activation of caspase 9, which elucidates a 

causal mechanism for the increased caspase 9 expression seen in S10 mice.  Further 

sequencing of the Fgf1 DNA and cDNA revealed the presence of a mutation in a 

putative exonic splicing enhancer element and additional intronic SNPs that may be 

causal in the alternative splicing in S10.  Most Western blots using antibodies 

against the full-length recombinant protein did not detect any Fgf1 protein in S10.  

One antibody did recover a robustly expressed truncated form in S10, but lower 

levels of this isoform were also found in the other mouse strains, indicating that this 

isoform may be a minor splice variant in normal mice.  In addition, we noticed that 
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S10 mice lose embryos late in gestation, and the importance of Fgfs in placental and 

embryonic development may explain S10’s reduced litter sizes.  Considering that the 

Fgf1 knockout mouse does not show any pathological phenotype, it appears that the 

altered S10 Fgf1 splice form is not merely a loss of function mutation.  Interestingly, 

the Fgf2 null and the Fgf1/Fgf2 double knockout mice share phenotypes with S10 of 

compromised wound healing and severe loss of cortical pyramidal neurons.  Several 

truncated forms of Fgfs have also been shown to act as antagonists.  In order to 

determine if the mutant Fgf1 can interfere with the effects of other Fgfs in a 

dominant negative manner, we transiently transfected Fgf2 and the S10 mutant Fgf1 

into primary mouse embryonic fibroblasts.  Proliferation assays showed that the 

mutant S10 Fgf1 can indeed interfere with the mitogenic effects of Fgf2 in vitro. 

 Fgf1 has been attributed roles in neuroprotection and neuronal survival, and 

lower levels of this survival factor occur in major depression and neurodegenerative 

diseases in humans.  It is highly possible that enhancing Fgf1’s neuroprotective 

capacity in certain areas of the brain may improve cognitive function in aging adults 

and patients suffering from neurodegenerative diseases.  In addition, the increased 

inflammatory status of the S8 mouse brain points to the importance of minimizing 

oxidative stress in the brain.  Again, a balance of factors, protective and harmful, 

determines the life or death of a neuron and can ultimately affect the aging of an 

organism.  By carefully manipulating these pathways and others identified in aging 

research, we may be able to increase at least the healthspan of humans, if not the 

lifespan.   
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Fig. 5.1 Gene expression of Hspa5 across the SAM lifespan 

Normalized expression levels are shown for the stress-induced endoplasmic reticulum 

molecular chaperone, Hspa5, and are normalized to the control gene, cyclophilin.  

Standard deviations are not illustrated in order to emphasize trends.  A) Expression levels 

are shown on the Y-axis and chronological age of the mice on the X-axis.  It appears that 

S10 and SR experience a transient upregulation followed by a return to near normal levels 

and that these changes occur younger in S10 than in SR.  Although this time-point was not 

queried, the blue asterisk represents what would be expected for S8 to follow the same 

trend.  B) Expression levels are shown relative to percent survival, with the X-axis 

corresponding to percent survival of each mouse population.  Graphed in this way, the 

patterns between the strains more closely overlap, which illustrates that the changing 

expression of Hspa5 is likely a function of physiological age rather than chronological 

age. 
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APPENDIX I-A.  Animal handling and gene expression methodologies 

 

Mouse Colony Maintenance 

The S8 and S10 strains require selective to maintain phenotypic stability within a colony. As 

the phenotype of interest involved late-manifesting senescence-related traits, the data necessary for 

selection was typically obtained after the mice had lost reproductive ability. Therefore, we employed a 

retrospective pedigree selection methodology previously described for the creation and maintenance of 

the SAM strains to ensure retention of accelerated neurological senescence in our colonies.  This was 

accomplished by following the phenotype of many breeding pairs through senescence, followed by the 

continuous selection of offspring of the breeding pairs that exhibited the desired traits. Additionally, we 

avoided sibling crosses to prevent the fixing of independent traits, and typically bred together offspring 

of different breeding pairs that exhibited accelerated senescence. While this required unusually large 

colonies and phenotyping efforts, it appears to be the most effective way of maintaining the complex 

(and therefore interesting) neurological phenotypes exhibited by the S8 and S10 strains.  
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Gene Expression Profiling 

Quality Control 

Sample quality can be determined by the comparison of independent replicate samples, and the 

correlation coefficient between signal intensities of two replicates can be used as a quantitative measure 

of the differences between those samples. A correlation coefficient of 1.0 indicates perfect correlation, 

with correlation coefficients R > 0.98 indicating two samples with very high reproducibility. A more 

direct measurement of the false positive rate inherent within sample data is to directly compare two 

replicate samples and measure the number of genes that meet the criteria for being differentially 

expressed between them. As the samples are replicates of one another, there should theoretically be no 

genes differentially expressed between them. To determine our estimated false positive rates, we 

examined the number of genes differentially expressed between all replicate samples in our studies (see 

Supplemental Table 1) and analyzed the replicate samples in a manner similar to that of the true 

comparisons. The low number of false positives (0-1 genes) indicated that the criteria used were 

appropriate for experimental analyses. 

 

Gene Expression Analytic Methods 

Two important statistically derived metrics used in our gene expression analysis are the 

Absolute Call and the Difference Call. These are described in detail below: 

Absolute Call 

The absolute call is designed to provide a qualitative determination of whether there is clear 

evidence that a specific mRNA is present in the hybridization sample.  This determination is based on 

the observed hybridization pattern across all the probes in a probe set, and is meant to indicate whether 

the mRNA is clearly detectable (Present) or not (Absent).  The call algorithm uses the collection of 

(PM-MM) values across a probe set, and is based on the p-value (paired, two-tailed) calculated using 

the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test (relative) as well as the “positive fraction” (PF, the 

fraction of PM-MM values that are greater than zero).  The call thresholds were set to maximize 
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sensitivity to low abundance mRNAs while keeping the false positive rate to a minimum, and were 

based on an analysis of a large amount of experimental data.  

Present (P): p ≤ 0.0316 & PF ≥ 0.6 OR p ≤  0.1 & PF ≥ 0.75 

Marginal (M): 0.0316 < p ≤ 0.1  &  0.6 ≤ PF < 0.75  OR   not called P AND PF > 0.75 

Absent (A): All other probe sets that do not fall into the above categories are given a call of absent (A). 

 

Difference Call 

The difference call is designed to provide a qualitative determination of whether there is an 

expression level difference between two measurements.  The metrics used are analogous to those used 

for the absolute call.  The difference call is based on differences in the observed hybridization patterns 

(scaled intensities) between two measurements for all the probes in a probe set.  The algorithm uses the 

collection of matched differences between the appropriately scaled PM-MM values (experiment 1 

compared to experiment 2), and is again based on the p-value (paired, two-tailed) calculated using the 

non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test (relative) as well as the “increase fraction” (the fraction of 

(PM-MM)1 – (PM-MM)2 values that are greater or less than zero). 

In particular, the algorithm uses the collection of relative differences for each probe pair in the 

probe set:    {((PM – MM)1 – (PM – MM) 2)  / (|(PM – MM) 1| + |(PM – MM) 2|)} 

Absolute values are used in the denominator because PM-MM values can be negative, and a 

minimum denominator setting is used to avoid dividing by zero or a number that is too small relative to 

the noise. 

In addition, to make the difference call even more conservative (and to minimize the effects of 

small inter-chip scaling imperfections), the difference p-value for each probe set is calculated multiple 

times under the assumption that the sca1ing factor could be off by as much as a factor of 1.15 in either 

direction.  Following this calculation, the largest, or most conservative p-value is used to make the 

difference call (and is the p-value reported for other uses).  The difference call thresholds were set to 

maximize sensitivity to small expression differences while keeping the false positive rate to a minimum, 

and were based on an analysis of a large amount of experimental data.  
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Increase (I): 

p ≤  0.01 AND increase fraction ≥ 0.7 

Marginal Increase (MI): 

p ≤ 0.0316  AND  increase fraction ≥  0.8 

Decrease (D): 

p ≤ 0.01  AND  increase fraction ≤ 0.3 

Marginal Decrease (MD): 

p ≤ 0.0316  AND  increase fraction ≤ 0.2 
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APPENDIX I-B. Supplemental Table I: SAM Colony Management 
 

Samp8/Ta 

Generation 

Total # of 

Animals 

 # of 

Breeding 

Pairs  

# (%) 

Tested for 

Behavior 

# (%) of litters 

evaluated for 

fecundity 

F-105 7 7 3 (43) 14 (88) 

F-106 67 18 28 (42) 19 (76) 

F-107 84 26 35 (42) 12 (39) 

F-108 74 16 45 (61) 10 (77) 

F-109 51 6 28 (55) 5 (83) 

F-110 20 0 6 (30) n/a 

Total 303 73 145 (48) 60 (66) 

          

Samp10//Ta         

Generation 

Total # of 

Animals 

 # of 

Breeding 

Pairs  

# (%) 

Tested for 

Behavior 

# (%) of litters 

evaluated for 

fecundity 

F-99 7 4 3 (43) 10 (83) 

F-100 47 17 20 (43) 13 (81) 

F-101 59 16 29 (49) 10 (67) 

F-102 28 8 18 (64) 4 (57) 

F-103 25 9 24 (96) 7 (70) 

F-104 45 0 21 (47) n/a 

Total 211 54 115 (55) 44 (73) 

          

SAMR1TA         

Generation 

Total # of 

Animals 

 # of 

Breeding 

Pairs  

# (%) 

Tested for 

Behavior 

# (%) of litters 

evaluated for 

fecundity 

F-99 7 7 2 (29) 12 (75) 

F-100 71 12 39 (55) 11 (79) 

F-101 67 9 45 (67) 5 (33) 

F-102 12 10 11 (92) 5 (83) 

F-103 8 11 8 (100) n/a 

F-104 28 12 28 (100) 6 (100) 

F-105 15 0 15 (100) n/a 

Total 208 61 148 (71) 39 (68) 

 

Notes on procedure:   Total number of mice excludes those from litters that were eaten, of unknown 

size, sacked at weaning or used for mouse embryonic fibroblast production. The youngest generation 

of the breeding pair for mice of different generations was used for determining to which generation a 

breeding pair belonged.  Fecundity evaluation excludes litters of unknown size which were sacked 

upon weaning, eaten, or used for mouse embryonic fibroblast production.  The generation assigned to 

the litters evaluated for fecundity is determined by the mother of litter. 
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APPENDIX I-C. Supplemental Table II: Gene Expression False Positive 

Determination 

    

R-

value 

# false 

positives     

S8 Hp young 1 vs. 2 0.9938 

S10 Hp young 1 vs. 2 0.9923 

SR1 Hp young 1 vs. 2 0.9914 

S8 Hp old 1 vs. 2 0.9905 

The following criteria were used to 

determine the number of false 

positives: 

S8 Hp old 1 vs. 3 0.9723 

S8 Hp old 2 vs. 3 0.9606 

S10 Hp old 1 vs. 2 0.9510 

S10 Hp old 1 vs. 3 0.9597 

S10 Hp old 2 vs. 3 0.9765 

SR1 Hp old 1 vs. 2 0.9616 

Fold Change ≥ 1.5; Difference Call: 

I/D/MI/MD; and a signal difference 

≥ 30, in ≥ 70% of comparisons; and 

an Absolute Call of P or M in at 

least one file 

SR1 Hp old 1 vs. 3 0.9628     

SR1 Hp old 2 vs. 3 0.9903     

B6J Hp yng 1 vs. 2 0.9879     

H
ip

p
o

ca
m

p
u

s 

B6J Hp old 1 vs. 2 0.9922 

1 gene 

    

S8 Ret young 1 vs. 2 0.9927     

S10 Ret young 1 vs. 2 0.9958     

SR1 Ret young 1 vs. 2 0.9958     

S8 Ret old 1 vs. 2 0.9975     

S10 Ret old 1 vs. 2 0.9952     

SR1 Ret old 1 vs. 2 0.9968     

B6J Ret yng 1 vs. 2 0.9942     

R
et

in
a 

B6J Ret old 1 vs. 2 0.9901 

0 genes 

    

Absolute Call: This metric is used to determine whether a specific mRNA is present in the 

sample.). The call algorithm uses the collection of (PM-MM) values across a probe set, and is 

based on the p-value (paired, two-tailed) calculated using the non-parametric Wilcoxon 

signed rank test (relative) as well as the “positive fraction” (PF, the fraction of PM-MM 

values that are greater than zero) 

Absolute Call Criteria 

p <= 0.0316 AND PF >= 0.6      OR 
P (present) 

p <=  0.1 AND PF >= 0.75 

0.0316 < p <=  0.1  AND  0.6 <= PF < 0.75      OR 
M (marginal) 

not called P AND positive fraction >= 0.75 

p <= 0.0316 AND PF <= 0.4       OR 
RP (reverse present) 

p <=  0.1 AND PF <= 0.25 

A (absent) 
All other probe sets that do not fall into the above categories 

are given a call of absent (A). 

            

Difference Call: This metric is used to determine whether a specific mRNA is present in the 

sample. The difference call is based on differences in the observed hybridization patterns 

(scaled intensities) between two measurements for all the probes in a probe set.  The 
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algorithm uses the collection of matched differences between the appropriately scaled PM-

MM values (experiment 1 compared to experiment 2), and is again based on the p-value 

(paired, two-tailed) calculated using the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test (relative) 

as well as the “increase fraction” (the fraction of (PM-MM)1 – (PM-MM)2 values that are 

greater than zero). 

Difference Call Criteria 

I (increase) p <= 0.01 AND increase fraction >= 0.7 

MI (marginal increase) p <= 0.0316  AND  increase fraction >=  0.8 

D (decrease) p <= 0.01  AND  increase fraction <= 0.3 

MD (marginal decrease) p <= 0.0316  AND  increase fraction <= 0.2 
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APPENDIX I-D.  Genes with predicted polymorphisms between SAMPs & SR1  
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APPENDIX I-E.  Correlation plots for independent replicate measurements 
 

 
 

 Correlation plots for independent replicate measurements.  
Examples shown are representative of the gene expression data quality obtained 

throughout the study. The signal for every gene on the microarray is graphed on a scatter 

plot for two replicate samples (that is, samples of the same strain, same tissue and same 

age but different animals). The Pearson correlation coefficient (R) is given for each 

comparison, ranging from 0.9752 to 0.9958. (A) Correlation plot for S8: 609-4HpOld and 

S8: 609-3HpOld showing the high degree of correlation between the two independent 

replicates. (B) Correlation plot for one of the same samples as in (A) (S8: 609-3HpOld) 

and a third replicate sample (S8: 674-2HpOld) showing a larger variability between 

replicates. (C) Correlation plot for S10: 704-3+704-4 Retina Old and S10: 15-4+705-2 

Retina Old. (D) Correlation plot for SR1: 1349-1+1349-2 Retina Young and SR1: 1348-

1+1348-2. 
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APPENDIX II-A. Supplementary Table 1-S8vSR-t5 
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APPENDIX II-B. . Supplementary Table 2-S10vSR-t5 

t5  
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APPENDIX II-C. . Supplementary Table 3-ChimpVsHuman-t5 (1st 5 pages only) 
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APPENDIX II-D. Supplementary Table 4-CDvNL-t5 (1st 5 pages only) 
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APPENDIX II-E. Supplementary Table 5-UCvNL-t5 (1st 5 pages only) 
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APPENDIX II-F. Supplementary Table 6-CDvUC-t5 (1st 5 pages only) 
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APPENDIX II-G. Supplementary Table 7-Human vs. Chimp Genome 
 

Supplementary Table 7. GeSNP performance, human vs. chimpanzee 
 

  Sequenced subset of genes Genome-wide analysis 

  t ≥ 5 t ≥ 6 t ≥ 7 t ≥ 5 t ≥ 6 t ≥ 7 

Probe pair TP 54 42 36 5856 4830 3990 

Analysis FN 44 56 62 18470 19496 20336 

 TN 395 414 422 105519 106860 107602 

 FP 36 17 9 3314 1973 1231 

 TPR 0.60 0.71 0.80 0.64 0.71 0.76 

 DR 0.55 0.43 0.37 0.24 0.20 0.16 

 Spec. 0.92 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.99 

 TNR 0.90 0.88 0.87 0.85 0.85 0.84 

Probe set TP 19 16 16 2795 2403 2068 

Analysis FN 4 8 9 3512 3904 4239 

 TN 8 10 10 2093 2262 2365 

 FP 6 3 2 454 285 182 

 TPR 0.76 0.84 0.89 0.86 0.89 0.92 

 DR 0.83 0.67 0.64 0.44 0.38 0.33 

 Spec. 0.57 0.77 0.83 0.82 0.89 0.93 

 TNR 0.67 0.56 0.53 0.37 0.37 0.36 

TP, true positive; FN, false negative; TN, true negative; FP, false positive; TPR, 
true positive rate (the positive predictive value), [TP/(TP+FP)]; DR, detection rate 
(the sensitivity), [TP/(TP+FN)]; Spec., specificity, TN/(TN+FP); TNR, true 
negative rate (the negative predictive value), TN/(TN+FN). 

 
Supplementary Table 7 Explanation: 
To obtain more robust estimates of GeSNP’s true positive rate and detection rate, we 
carried out a global analysis of the performance of GeSNP using the available human 
and chimpanzee genome sequence information.  In this new analysis, we first blasted 
the 199,084 HG-U95Av2 Affymetrix array probe sequences to the genome sequences 
and identified those probes with 100% sequence identity to either the human genome 
(HG18) or the chimpanzee genome (PanTro2).  We found that 183,138 probes 
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contained a 100% sequence match to the human genome.  The remaining 15,946 
probes without a 100% match to the human genome were excluded from further 
analysis.  Of the 183,138 probes, 147,190 probes contained a 100% sequence match in 
both the human and chimpanzee genomes.  The remaining 35,948 probes with an 
identical match in the human genome but not the chimpanzee genome were assumed 
to cover regions of sequence differences between the species.  Of the183,138 probes in 
total, 133,159 probes passed the hybridization pattern quality measures for GeSNP.  
Supplementary Table 7 shows the performance of GeSNP for the global analysis at the 
three t-values shown for our sequenced subset.  Overall, the results of the genome-
wide analysis were quite similar to those obtained in the analysis of the small subset of 
sequenced genes, with a true positive rate in both cases of 60-80% in the probe pair 
analysis and 70-90% in the probe set analysis.  The main difference was a larger 
proportion of false negatives in the genome analysis, yielding a significantly lower 
detection rate.  The larger number of false negatives is explained in part by the fact 
that the genome analysis tends to overestimate the number of probes with sequence 
differences between humans and chimpanzees due to missing chimpanzee sequence, 
sequencing errors or intra-species sequence polymorphisms.  For example, the current 
chimpanzee sequence assembly covers approximately 97% of the genome, which is 
expected to result in about 3% of probes (~3995 probes) falsely categorized as 
containing sequence differences between species.  In addition, a sequence error rate of 
1 in 10,000 nucleotides would affect about 1 in every 400 probes (~333 probes).  
Finally, SNPs are estimated to occur in 0.1% of the human and chimpanzee genomes, 
which may cause approximately 1 in every 40 probes (~3329 probes) to be falsely 
identified as containing an inter-species difference (all estimates were conservative 
and extrapolated from the Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium 2005 
and the UCSC Genome Browser).  If we eliminate these putative 7657 probe pairs that 
may be incorrectly classified as false negatives, the detection rates increase to 35% at t 
≥ 5, 29% at t ≥ 6 and 24% at t ≥ 7, which are more similar to the results obtained with 
our specific subset of sequenced genes. 
 
Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium. 2005.  Initial sequence of the 
chimpanzee genome and comparison with the human genome. Nature 437:  69-87. 
 
For a UNIX version of the GeSNP program, visit: 
http://genome.cshlp.org/content/17/8/1228/suppl/DC1 
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